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Preface by Brad Roberts
Russia’s military annexation of Crimea in spring 2014 came as a
shock to NATO, as did the near declaration of war on the West that
accompanied it in President Putin’s speech to the Duma, justifying the
annexation. After all, for years NATO had sought strategic partnership
with Russia and closer cooperation of various kinds, while sending various messages of strategic restraint to Moscow. It had put its focus on
crisis management elsewhere and harvested from collective defense
and deterrence capabilities to enable that effort. After the shock came
the NATO response, in the form of decisions taken in the September
2014 Wales summit to begin to adapt the alliance’s deterrence and defense posture to the new Russian challenge. Over the following two
years, NATO took multiple important steps to increase its conventional
deterrence posture in the Baltics and to proceed with the modernization of the nuclear sharing arrangements. At the summer 2016 Warsaw
summit, it took additional steps, including strengthening declaratory
policy on nuclear deterrence.
But even if NATO successfully resists at the conventional level, the
adaptation of NATO’s deterrence and defense policy and posture has
yet to come to terms with Russia’s strategy for ensuring that a conflict
with NATO ends on terms acceptable to Russia. Russia has developed
a set of concepts, doctrines, and capabilities to contain the risks of
escalation by NATO—and to manage them effectively if necessary. This
compels NATO to update its thinking, and perhaps also doctrines and
capabilities, to ensure they remain credible and effective in securing
the objectives of NATO’s member states in peacetime, crisis, and war.
This promises to be difficult for the alliance as it faces many sensitive questions. Does NATO need a symmetric response to developments in Russian policy and posture? If an asymmetric one, what
would that encompass? Should it return to “flexible response” or
move forward to some new nuclear doctrine? If so, what? Can it put
all of its strategic eggs in a nuclear basket, or can strategic deterrence
be reinforced with new, non-nuclear means? Should it be? Should it
rely on an offense-dominant strategy as a counter to Russia’s strategy or would a mixed offense-defense strategy be more promising?
If so, is it politically viable? How can it further strengthen its deterrence posture without making more difficult the challenge of political
renewal with Moscow?
2|

These hard questions cannot be answered in the abstract. They require a clear understanding of the new Russian military thinking about
regional war and about the use of strategic weapons in such wars. The
evolving roles of nuclear and non-nuclear weapons in regional wars and
their effect on escalation and de-escalation thresholds are important
elements of this new thinking.
So far at least, such topics have received scant attention among
Western analysts and policymakers, while topics like hybrid warfare
and information warfare have captured attention. To help fill this gap,
we have turned to NATO’s leading analyst on Russian military doctrine,
Dave Johnson. Having made a career of studying developments in
Russian military thinking, doctrine, and capabilities, and of interpreting
and explaining them for NATO leadership, he writes on this topic with
special authority. His work brings out the complexity of the topic, albeit
in a clear and compelling way. His analysis helps to lay the foundation
for decision-making by NATO and U.S. leaders about how to proceed to
ensure that the alliance’s deterrence and defense posture remains fit
for purpose in the 21st century.
Brad Roberts
Director
Center for Global Security Research
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Introduction
The potential for war between Russia and the West has returned
after a long hiatus, despite the many efforts of the United States and
its NATO allies to remake the relationship with Russia by putting it on
a much more cooperative footing. A central question for the West is
what role nuclear escalation by Russia might play in such a conflict. It
is common today to hear Western experts argue that Russia’s nuclear
threshold has fallen—and that it will rise again as Russia’s modernization of its general purpose forces plays out in coming years. A close examination of this topic points to a different set of conclusions. Russia’s
nuclear threshold has not so much fallen as changed, becoming more
fluid and less predictable. The modernization that will matter to Russia’s
future nuclear threshold is not the modernization of the general purpose forces but the newly diversified strategic toolkit, which includes
multiple new non-nuclear tools. Western deterrence strategies must
adapt to a circumstance that appears somewhat similar to Cold War
challenges but is in fact substantially different. To more fully explore
these matters, this paper examines three closely related topics:
• Russia’s evolving military doctrinal approach to regional
conflict;
• Russia’s integration of conventional precision weapons and
nuclear weapons into a single strategic weapon set; and
• Russia’s potential uses of conventional precision strike in
regional crises and conflicts and their impact on nuclear
thresholds.
This paper is based on an examination of Russian policy statements, military analyses and employment concepts, force modernization priorities, force structure, and recent exercises and operations.1
Accordingly, it reflects the advice of Albert Wohlstetter, who once
4 | DAVE JOHNSON

wrote that “a sober analysis of Soviet choice from the standpoint of
Soviet interest and the technical alternatives, and taking into account
the uncertainties that a Russian planner would ensure against” arrives
at a conclusion that runs counter to “Western-preferred Soviet strategies.”2 We must avoid attributing Western-preferred strategies to the
Russians. Russia’s military capabilities and options must be seen, as
much as possible, for what they are. Russia’s strategic weapon set, as
conceived and postured, is a principal tool for enabling Russia’s revisionist agenda, including by stressing U.S. extended deterrence guarantees and the trans-Atlantic link in peacetime, crisis, and war. So far at
least, there has been a marked tendency among Westerners to focus
exclusively and excessively on Russia’s nuclear doctrine, its potential
nuclear threshold, and the probability of a Russian decision to cross
the nuclear threshold and thereby to mis-understand the dynamic impact of conventional precision strike on Russian military strategy. The
result is a flawed view of Russia’s deterrence and counter-escalation
strategies and their potential implications. A clear-eyed understanding
of this element of the Russian challenge to the Euro-Atlantic security
architecture helps ensure a continued effective response by the United
States and its NATO allies building on the adaptations to NATO’s deterrence and defense posture decided at the Wales and Warsaw summits
of 2014 and 2016.
To help inform such a clear-eyed understanding, this paper proceeds
as follows. It begins with a review of developments at the national
leadership level in Moscow that inform strategic objectives. President
Putin’s worldview is critical to understanding developments in Russian
military thinking and doctrine. The paper then turns to developments
in that thinking and doctrine bearing on Russia’s approach to future
war, especially regional war. It then examines the evolution over the
last two decades of Russian thinking about the ends and means of
strategic deterrence. This in turn requires a full exploration of Russian
thinking about the new strategic weapon set. This analytical foundation
is then used to explain Russian views of possible escalation pathways
in regional conflicts and to assess those views in light of available
information.
The paper offers two main conclusions. First, the conventionalnuclear strategic weapon set is intended to enable Russia to exploit
nuclear deterrence while employing conventional precision strike for
crisis management, escalation control, and war fighting in regional criINTRODUCTION | 5

sis scenarios. The evolving concepts and doctrine for employment of
the strategic weapon set will cause conventional precision weapons to
influence the timing of Russian leadership decisions on whether and
when to cross the nuclear threshold. Second, Russia’s conventional
precision-strike capabilities will augment but not replace nuclear weapons in deterrence, intra-war deterrence, and warfighting roles.
References
1 When translations are provided in this essay, they are generally provided by the author.
2 As cited in Robert Zarate and Henry Sokolski, eds., Nuclear Heuristics: Selected Writings of Albert
and Roberta Wohlstetter (Carlisle Barracks, Pa: Strategic Studies Institute, US Army War College,
2009), p. 184.
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Russia’s Geostrategic Perspectives
and Strategic Objectives
Russian military planning is directly informed by President Putin’s
reinterpretation of Cold War history. The following translation of a 2017
Russian publication illustrates this point well:
The absence of clear methodological criteria and approaches to
the understanding of such a multifaceted phenomenon, such as
war and its diagnosis, has led to tragic results when entire empires
were defeated and ceased to exist. Rome fell in this way. For the
same reason, the USSR, which was unaware of the nature and
character of the war that was already ongoing, was destroyed.
Our victorious enemy conducted against us, against the Soviet
Union, a category of strategy not connected with the conduct of
military operations. We invested all our resources into a military
form of security for the state and waited for them to start shooting. They defeated the Soviet Union by relying on a non-military
strategy of conflict, without traditional military operations, and
dealt with us just as you deal with the loser in any war, whether
a “hot” war or a “cold” war. They deprived us of a significant
portion of our industry, agriculture, and our scientific and military
potential. However, the geopolitical adversary miscalculated: the
comprehensive potential accumulated during the Soviet period
has turned out to be so solid that around it has started a process
of rebirth of Russia as a world power.1

Russia’s chief aims are to rebuild a security perimeter against perceived external threats (primarily the United States and its NATO allies),
to reassert a leading role for itself on the world scene, and to disrupt the
current global security architecture to force negotiation of a new settlement. Toward this end, Russia has deliberately reversed its status as a
comparatively passive factor in the multi-actor nuclear dimension of the
security environment and as a cooperative arms control and disarma-
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ment partner. Accordingly, Russia has re-established itself as a principal
deterrence concern for the West by wielding its military forces, including its nuclear capabilities, for political and military effect. The hopeful
and optimistic tone of the 2010 Nuclear Posture Review (NPR) Report
about the U.S.-Russian strategic military relationship has given way to
pessimism and concern as the sources of friction have become more
numerous, Russian military power has grown, strategic stability has
eroded, and President Putin’s opposition to the post-Cold War European
security order has become more clear.2 Russia’s strategic trajectory and
the salience of nuclear weapons in its revisionist endeavors have completely overturned assumptions that guided Western policy for the first
two decades after the collapse of the Soviet Union.
Moscow has chosen this path on the basis of its rejection of the
post-Cold War liberal order, which President Putin considers antithetical
to Russia’s long-term interests. According to this Russian perspective,
the United States and its “vassals” first tried to cause a Yugoslavialike break-up of post-Cold War Russia and, failing that, conspired in a
policy of containment to hobble an independent Russia.3 Russia was too
strong to be broken up but too weak initially to defend its vital interests
such as, for example, ensuring the proper disposition of Crimea at the
time that Ukraine gained its independence.4 The United States and its
“satellites” ignored a weakened Russia’s interests and concerns, inflicting a series of humiliations on her while striving to build a unipolar
world order.5 Simultaneously, the West tried, through its globalization
campaign, to impose a political and cultural normative agenda at odds
with Russia’s historical and cultural roots and inimical to her long-term
survival as a unified state. Finally, according to President Putin, after
years of strategic perseverence, a revived and re-invigorated Russia was
able to respond when the West crossed a line in Ukraine by encouraging
an illegal coup d’état in Kiev that threatened Russia’s strategic position on the Black Sea.6 Beyond its borders, Russia re-asserted its great
power status by intervening in Syria to halt “serial murder of states” by
the United States.7
Seven months after Russia’s illegal annexation of Crimea, President
Putin claimed in his remarks to the Valdai Club that the “old world order”
is failing and must be replaced in order to prevent chaos. Arguing that
no treaty was ever signed to establish the rules and standards of the
post-Cold War order, he proposed nothing less than the negotiation of a
new world order.8 His remarks were an implicit but clear rejection of the
8 | DAVE JOHNSON

Helsinki Final Act and most elements of the Euro-Atlantic security architecture by which the Cold War was brought to a peaceful conclusion.9
Coming in the aftermath of Russia’s aggression against Ukraine, which
resulted in the first forceful re-drawing of European borders since World
War II, President Putin’s verbal challenge was redundant. The message
was already clearly understood by some in the West, including for example, a group of analysts who wrote in summer 2014 as follows:
The major consequences of Russia’s illegal annexation of Crimea
and aggression in eastern Ukraine for the European security order
can be summarised in the following way: geopolitical struggle has
returned with a vengeance and will not go away. In a direct way,
this presents a fundamental challenge to the permanent formation of a liberal, rules-based security order in Europe.10

President Putin’s 2014 remarks to the Valdai Club were also a belated
articulation of the revisionist program he had long pursued and that had
only become clearly evident for some observers with his aggression
against Ukraine. Very little of the Euro-Atlantic security acquis was left
unscathed by that time, in the aftermath of decisions that appear to have
been taken in the watershed year of 2007. It was in February of that year,
at the annual Munich Security Conference, that President Putin began
elaborating the anti-Western narrative outlined above. In his view, the
world had already “reached the decisive moment when we must seriously think about the architecture of global security.”11
In the interval between his 2007 Munich speech and his December
2014 address to the Valdai Club, President Putin contributed greatly to
making his claims of the decline of the global security order a self-fulfilled
reality. President Putin’s 2007 Munich speech was followed by mass cyberattacks against Estonia, the restart of out-of-area, long-range bomber
patrols, and the suspension of Russian compliance with the Conventional
Forces in Europe (CFE) Treaty.
The following year, Russia re-started regular annual strategic combined arms exercises. The first such exercise was KAVKAZ 2008 which
was conducted in July and which positioned sufficient forces in proximity
to the Russia-Georgia border for Russia to conduct military operations
against Georgia the following month.12 Russia has continued its annual
strategic combined arms exercises, rotating them among its Western,
Southern, Central, and Eastern military districts, beginning with the Western Military District in 2009.13 In 2013, Russia revived another Soviet-era
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practice: large scale “snap” exercises. These exercises are conducted on
a surprise basis for the commands and troops involved, with the larger
exercises being launched on command of President Putin acting in his
role as Commander in Chief. According to General Gerasimov, Chief of
the Russian General Staff, in the five years since President Putin ordered
their re-implementation, the Ministry of Defense and General Staff have
conducted 24 large-scale snap exercises to test the readiness of command and control, troops, and forces.14 The large-scale snap exercises
can exceed the officially acknowledged size of the annual strategic combined-arms exercises several times over. One large-scale snap exercise
in 2013 was estimated to involve up to 160,000 troops.15 Russia uses
snap exercises and the artificial sub-division of large-scale exercises into
numerous smaller exercises in order to circumvent its OSCE obligations
to conduct military exercises in transparency with other concerned states
and to apply appropriate confidence and security building measures.16 The
mobilization and movement of Russian forces to Ukraine’s eastern border
and to Crimea in February 2014 took place under the guise of a snap exercise.17 Minister of Defense Shoygu has attributed the success of Russia’s
military intervention in Syria to the snap exercise programme launched by
President Putin in 2013.18
It is believed that also in 2008, Russia began testing a ground-launched
cruise missile with a range in violation of its obligations under the Intermediate Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty.19 This activity puts a cornerstone treaty
in jeopardy and fits with Russia’s general campaign of circumventing and
undermining the treaty structure underpinning Euro-Atlantic security.
This partial review of a decade of destabilizing activities by Russia
raises a vital question with regard to the revised deterrence relationship
between Russia and the U.S. and its NATO allies: what other vital interests that it could not defend 25 years ago, such as Ukraine, might
Russia feel strong enough to try to re-coup in the future?20 Addressing
a meeting of the FSB Collegium in early 2015, President Putin said that
Russia’s national security situation will “change for the better only if we
become stronger.”21 What implications would a “stronger” Russia have
for other aspects of the post-Cold War settlement, including the security,
sovereignty, and territorial integrity of newer NATO member states in
Russia’s immediate neighbourhood? The centrality of nuclear capabilities
in Russia’s 10-year destabilization campaign in the Euro-Atlantic region
indicates that the nuclear dimension will loom large in any future crises or
confrontations if Moscow decides to test such questions.
10 | DAVE JOHNSON
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Russian Military Thought and the
Russian Approach to 21st Century
Conflict
Russian military thinking is not aimed first and foremost at fighting and winning a war against NATO. Russia’s first preoccupation is
how to achieve its strategic objectives without direct military conflict
if possible. The avoidance of general war, including strategic nuclear
exchanges, is at the top of Russia’s hierarchy of strategic aims.
However, many levels of military conflict lie between those two
extremes of peace and general war and Moscow is investing intellectual and fiscal capital in the military capabilities to enable it to prevail at
all of them. To date, Western interest in Russian thinking has generally
focused on Russia’s purported nuclear “escalate to de-escalate” strategy. While it is of course important to understand how Russia thinks
about and plans for escalation, de-escalation, and war termination, that
thinking and planning cannot be reduced to this simple label. It is also a
mis-leading label in that it does not fully encompass Russia’s approach,
which is better understood as a strategic deterrence, counter-escalation, and warfighting strategy.
This distinction is particularly relevant to the question of where
Russia’s nuclear threshold lies and what could drive a decision to cross
it, including the potential effects of conventional precision weapons
on that decision. In connection with this, there is a powerful tension
between Moscow’s strategic aim to overturn the post-Cold War order,
including through military intimidation and coercion, and the seemingly
contradictory aim of avoiding general war. (See Figure 1) Risk is further
compounded by the “blurring of the line between a state of war and
peace;” the potential for war to break out quickly from that blurred line;
and the related potential for rapid escalation.1
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Promote the well-being of the
Russian State
Avoid general war

Ensure retention of
power by the ruling
regime

Overturn elements
of the post-Cold War
settlement
disadvantageous to
Russia

Retain independence of
action in the
international arena

If war is unavoidable
Do not lose
Figure 1. Hierarchy of Russian Federation National Objectives. Adapted by the author
from Michael MccGwire, Military Objectives in Soviet Foreign Policy. 2

The Russian General Staff and its supporting military research
structures have noted the rapidly changing character of war. General
Gerasimov, Chief of the General Staff, dwelled on this phenomenon at
length in his remarks to the 2017 conference of the Military Academy
of Sciences. He noted that conflicts of the 20th and 21st centuries differ from one another in various ways: by participants, weapons used,
the forms and means of military activity and the changing ways various means of struggle contribute to achieving political aims. He also
reviewed the many prefixed variations of war such as information war,
economic war, non-contact war and hybrid war. General Gerasimov reminded his audience that the transformation of war in the 21st century
had stimulated an active debate as to the exact understanding of the
term “war,” with one side holding to a classic understanding and the
other arguing that the character of war had changed to such an extent
that direct armed conflict is no longer its most basic feature.
General Gerasimov argued further that modern military conflicts,
whatever their character, have a single common attribute – the use of
the means of military force. Thus, he concludes, “for the foreseeable
future, the main content of modern wars and future wars will remain
the same, and its main characteristic will be armed struggle.” 3 On this
basis, General Gerasimov concluded that it is reasonable to preserve
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the understanding of the term “war” as currently given in the Russian
Military Encyclopaedia:
War is the extreme form of resolution of contradictions, characterized by a sharp change in the relations between states,
nations, and other subjects of politics and the transition to the
use of means of armed and other types of violence to achieve
socio-political, economic, ideological, territorial, national, ethnic,
religious and other aims. The main content of war is armed struggle. Depending on the composition of the participants, wars are
divided into bilateral and coalition; by scale - large-scale, regional
and local; by the intensity of armed struggle - low, medium and
high intensity; by type of resolved contradictions - interstate and
intrastate; by the aims of the belligerents - aggressive, defensive,
liberation, etc.; by the means of armed struggle used - with the
use of weapons of mass destruction (WMD), using conventional
means of destruction. Classification of wars on other grounds is
also possible.4

General Gerasimov’s conclusion is important as it cuts through and
rationalizes much of the debate that has occurred in Russia and in the
West over forms of warfare, especially “hybrid warfare,” since the start
of the Ukraine conflict in 2014. It is also fully in line with the apparent
rationale behind Russia’s military acquisitions, force structure and posture, exercises, and operations, which appear to be aimed at achieving
maximum flexibility. This prepares the military forces to operate effectively in low-intensity special operations such as the seizure of Crimea,
low-to-mid intensity operations such as in Donbas, mid-intensity operations in distant theaters such as Syria, and high-intensity operations in
regional or large-scale wars such as those that Russia exercises against
NATO. This spectrum of potential intensity is key to understanding Russian military preparations for future war.
Equally key is Russian thinking about the different types of conflicts
for which they must prepare. Russian military strategists distinguish
local from regional conflicts. They expect local conflicts to be fought
with limited forces and do not anticipate use of nuclear weapons. Regional conflicts are expected to originate either from an escalating local
conflict or from a threatening period of rising tensions. And they expect
regional conflicts to be fought by two or several states in a region, with
national or coalition forces and with the use of conventional or nuclear
means of combat.5 They also identify a third type of conflict: strategic
conflict potentially involving large-scale nuclear exchanges. Their thinkRUSSIAN MILITARY THOUGHT AND THE RUSSIAN APPROACH TO 21ST CENTURY CONFLICT | 15

ing about war with NATO fits squarely in the category of a regional war,
though with the potential to escalate to the strategic.
Russian military planners expect conventional regional war to be
characterized by:
• decisive aims by both sides and conduct of armed conflict in
all domains;
• actions by groups or coalitions;
• the massive use of precision weapons of various basing
means, electronic warfare and all-new means of armed
conflict;
• the destruction of facilities in the rear area, of the economy
and communications in the entire territory of the warring
parties;
• the conduct of air operations with decisive strategic tasks.6
Also in their assessment, conventional regional wars in which nuclear weapon states or their allies are participating will be characterized
by a constant threat of the use of nuclear weapons.7
Large-scale war is viewed as war between coalitions of states or
the largest states of the world community. It can result from an escalation of local or regional war, by means of drawing in a significant
number of states of various regions of the world. In large-scale war,
the parties will pursue radical military and political goals. It will require
the mobilization of all available material resources and spiritual forces
of the participating states.8
Russian military writing generally reflects the view that strategic
nuclear wars cannot be fought for rational political purposes. These
writings recall the statements by Presidents Reagan and Gorbachev
at Reykjavik that “a nuclear war cannot be won and must never be
fought.”9
That said, Russian military writing also strongly suggests a role for
nuclear weapons, including their limited use, in wars of various scales
and intensities. This includes not just large-scale (strategic) war but also
regional war. Nuclear war is to be avoided but use of nuclear weapons
in war is contemplated.
Russia intends to fight in higher-intensity conflicts with a “whole
of nation” approach. The approach unites government, military and the
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people and was first enacted in the 2009 National Security Strategy
and supporting strategic documents, including the updated 2014 Military Doctrine.10 This concept, which goes beyond the “whole of government” approach discussed in the West, is reflected in practice in the
increasing centralisation of decision-making; the control of media and
suppression of dissent; rhetorical and practical preparations to mobilize the government, economy, military and society for war; and the
increasing militarisation of Russian society.
The defining characteristics of modern war identified by Russian
military experts include:
• the beginning of military actions by groups of forces during
peacetime;
• warfare by high-maneuver, non-contact operations by joint
groups of forces;
• degradation of military-economic potential through quick
destruction of critically important military and civilian
infrastructure objectives;
• mass employment of conventional precision weapons with
the constant threat of nuclear use, special forces, robotics
and weapons based on new physical principles, such as lasers
and magnetic rail guns, and participation by paramilitary units;
• simultaneous action on enemy forces at all depths of the area
of operations;
• armed conflict in all physical and informational space;
• employment of asymmetric and non-linear means; and
• command and control of forces and means in a unified
information space.11
Collectively, these elements at their full stage of development are
seen as comprising “Sixth Generation Warfare.” The Russian military
views itself as operating at the level of Generation 5.5 Warfare, with
aspirations toward further progress in the advanced technologies that
characterize full-on Sixth Generation capabilities.12
Although the Russian Armed Forces have rapidly developed the
means to compete on the modern battlefield, the Russian approach to
conflict is geared toward achieving strategic aims without war (with a
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primary concern being to stay below NATO’s threshold for reaction).
This approach has been popularly labelled in the West as “hybrid” war
since the start of the conflict in Ukraine. For their part, if Russian officials and military analysts use the term “hybrid” at all, it is applied to
the perceived Western model of warfare and regime change. Russians
tend to refer to their own approach to conflict as “non-military means”
or, more comprehensively, “new forms of armed conflict.”13 For the
most part, Russia’s strategic deterrence concept also encompasses its
all-domain approach to conflict. In addition to their sceptical view of the
post-2014 re-definition of “hybrid”, Russian military strategists scoff at
the notion that using all levers of power in conflict is anything new.14
A Russian political-military expert has described the aim of the use
of non-military means by Russia as “intended for the acquisition of
additional strength (allies and friends), the weakening and elimination
of military dangers and threats ([through] treaties, agreements, transformation of potential adversaries to neutrals etc.), the lessening of
the possibility of aggression ([by] isolation of the adversary, creation
of a negative image in social opinion, exposing of [their] plans, etc.),
limitation, up to full rejection (in limited conditions), of the use of force.”
The non-military means to be employed, as described by this politicalmilitary expert and echoed in other statements by Russian political and
military leaders, are broad and include: political-diplomatic, economic,
legal, informational-psychological, information-technical, humanitarian,
and spiritual-moral instruments, and defense of the social sphere.15
Information warfare, often referred to by Russian military experts
as “information confrontation,” is a major component of Russia’s actions against the West. Because it is intended to slow or paralyze the
ability of adversaries to observe, assess, decide, and act, information
warfare may be the element of Moscow’s non-military approach with
the greatest potential impact during a crisis, conflict, or war. The Russian Ministry of Defense has strengthened Russia’s already robust
information operations by creating “Information Operation Forces,”
which Minister of Defense Shoygu announced in early 2017.16
Moscow backs up its non-military maneuvers against its adversaries with an increasingly capable, full-spectrum military, which is poised
to act when non-military means fail, to deter potential reactions to
Moscow’s border adventures, and to exploit opportunities for easy
wins. According to the preferred approach, Russia would be able to
achieve its aims at the lower end of the x and y axes in Figure 2, with
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non-military means at the forefront of the effort, supported by the
constant pressure of military means, including nuclear threats. At its
most menacing, this approach recalls Thomas Schelling’s description of
a “competition in risk-taking, a military-diplomatic manoeuvre with or
without military engagement but with the outcome determined more
by the manipulation of risk than by an actual contest of force.”17 The potential for escalation in such scenarios is evident and is well-illustrated
in Figure 2.18 This relates directly to questions of conventional precision
strike capabilities, regional crises, and nuclear thresholds to be elaborated below.
The preference to achieve aims without the employment of military
force in combat does not indicate a lack of preparedness to use military
force if necessary. The Russian Armed Forces are structured, trained,
and equipped to respond quickly and effectively in the event that Russia’s vital interests are threatened, as in Ukraine, or when the political
and military risks of an opportunity are assessed as manageable, as in
Role of Non-Military Methods in Deciding Inter-State Conflicts
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Figure 2. Illustration on Phases of Conflict Accompanying a Report of General Gerasimov’s 2013
Remarks to the Russian Academy of Military Sciences.19
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Syria. Russia has implemented a robust military exercise programme
and maintains its armed forces in a state of readiness that matches
the Russian perception of the potential for military conflict to erupt
suddenly and escalate quickly. 20
In this context, a second point of tension is evident between Russia’s aim to avoid general war and its intention to overturn the post-Cold
War order. This tension derives from the enduring Russian strategic
concepts (outlined in more detail below) of warfighting, including the
relationship of strategic defense and offence and the imperative:
to pre-empt the enemy in actions, as quickly as possible to deploy
the Armed Forces, to inflict fire strikes as early as possible, to prepare operations quickly, and to conduct them at a higher tempo
than is achievable by the enemy. As in the past, this comprises
the main and determining factors to seize and retain in our hands
the strategic initiative.21

The potential for escalation is also reflected in the war footing that
the Russian government and military have been on since early 2014. This
is evident in the way that “the Kremlin has been de facto operating in a
war mode” in the conduct of its multi-dimensional confrontation with the
United States and its allies.22 It is also evident in the structures and procedures that Moscow has put in place to put the government on a war footing, including a de facto revival of the wartime STAVKA (the Soviet High
Command), establishment and empowerment of the National Center for
Direction of Defense, and the streamlining of military alert procedures.23
Meanwhile, beyond their deterrence function, nuclear weapons are
seen has having many roles in the non-kinetic war that Moscow sees
itself as fighting. They serve to remind other nations of Russia’s great
power status and military might; cast a nuclear shadow over the global
security environment; undermine confidence in NATO nations in the security architecture; are intended to stress NATO, the trans-Atlantic link,
and US extended nuclear deterrence guarantees; and enable coercion of
neighbours.
In sum, Russian military thought and planning has evolved considerably to reflect the Russian leadership’s revised geostrategic perspectives
and new strategic objectives. There has been significant innovation in
that thought and planning over the last decade or more, including but not
limited to new thinking about the roles of nuclear weapons in Russian
military strategy, broadly defined.
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Strategic Deterrence
Russia’s leadership has set out an approach to strategic deterrence
that relies upon “interconnected political, military, military-technical,
diplomatic, economic, informational and other means directed at
prevention of the use of military force against Russia.”1 These components are divided into forceful (military) and non-forceful (non-military)
categories. The military component of strategic deterrence comprises
various means: general purpose (conventional) forces, non-nuclear or
pre-nuclear (conventional precision weapons) forces, and nuclear (strategic and non-strategic) forces.2 A translation of a Russian diagram of
the strategic deterrence concept is at Figure 3.
Despite this comprehensive approach to deterrence, Russia still
relies primarily on forceful (military) means. According to a Russian military expert,
Actions of intimidation, limitation, and coercion, which complement each other and are conducted within the framework of a
unified strategic deterrence mechanism, lie at the base of strategic deterrence. However, for the near future, Russia will need
to deter the leading world states by means of intimidation, the
main determinant of which is the threat of use of the strategic deterrence forces of the Russian Federation Armed Forces, openly
declared and delivered to the potential aggressor.3

In common usage by Russian military experts, the terms generalpurpose forces4 and, to a somewhat lesser extent, conventional forces
are used interchangeably and are understood in much the same way by
U.S. and other Western militaries. Conventional precision weapons are
designated as “non-nuclear” weapons, with that term understood to
be distinct from “conventional.”5 Russian experts sometimes use the
term “pre-nuclear” but the term “non-nuclear” predominates and is
favored in official documents such as the Military Doctrine.6
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Mechanism of Strategic Deterrence
A Complex of inter-connected political, diplomatic, military, economic, informational and other
means, amed at preventing or lowering the threat of destructive actions by an aggressor state
(colation of states)
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Figure 3. Strategic Deterrence Mechanism.7

The 2014 Military Doctrine identifies “strategic (nuclear and non-nuclear) deterrence as a fundamental task of the Russian Armed Forces.”8
In Russian policy, the main aim of strategic deterrence is “prevention of
any form of aggression against Russia and her allies, and in the event of
aggression – guaranteed defense of the sovereignty, territorial integrity
and other vitally important national interests of the Russian Federation
and its allies.”9 Conventional precision weapons were first assigned
a role in strategic deterrence in the 2010 revision of Russia’s Military
Doctrine and their role appeared to be reinforced in the 2014 revision.10
Evolving Russian concepts for the military component of strategic deterrence rely primarily on a mix of conventional precision (non-nuclear)
weapons and nuclear weapons which are designated collectively as
“strategic weapons.”
It should be recalled that Russia’s precision weapons are dualcapable, enabling precision strike by conventional and nuclear means.
In an important related development, in 1999 the Russian Security
Council approved the development of low-yield nuclear weapons.11 The
combination of precison strike with a variety of low-yield nuclear weapons adds another dimension of flexibility to the strategic weapon set,
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provides more options to Russia’s political leadership, and illustrates
Russian concepts for fighting wars with nuclear weapons while avoiding all-out nuclear war. As Barry Watts has suggested, and as discussed
further below, “Russian leaders appear to have a very different view
[from U.S. leaders] about limited nuclear use in a theater context.”12
Russia’s strategic deterrence forces include in their composition:
• strategic offensive forces, comprising
• strategic nuclear forces – land-based (Strategic Rocket
Forces), sea-based, and strategic nuclear aviation forces;
• non-strategic nuclear forces – the general purpose forces
that possess land, sea, and air-launched non-strategic nuclear
weapons;
• strategic non-nuclear forces – the general purpose forces that
possess strategic non-nuclear weapons of varied basing.
Strategic defensive forces – the forces and means of the system
of missile attack warning, space surveillance, missile defense, counterspace defense and counter air defense, providing for combat employment of strategic offensive forces.13
With the aim of supporting more flexible responses to changes
in the military-political and strategic situation, the Russian concept of
strategic deterrence envisions two tightly interconnected levels of strategic deterrence – global deterrence and regional deterrence. Regional
deterrence is viewed as complementing global deterrence.14 Russian
military theoreticians and planners view precision conventional and
nuclear weapons as complementary in supporting strategic deterrence
at the inter-connected regional and global levels. According to Russian
military experts,
The threat of mass employment of, for the most part, strategic
nuclear weapons for infliction of deterrent damage to the militaryeconomic potential of the aggressor under any conditions is the
basis for global deterrence. Regional deterrence is based on the
threat of mass employment of non-strategic nuclear forces and
strategic non-nuclear forces in any wars launched against Russia
and her allies, the result of which could be the smashing of the
enemy strike formations participating in the aggression and the
infliction of deterring damage on the economy of the aggressor.15
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Strategic deterrence “is carried out in peacetime and in periods of
direct threat of aggression up to the stage of use of military forces”
and “can occur in the course of an already beginning military conflict
with the aim of deterring its escalation.” Moreover, “strategic deterrence should be conducted constantly right up to the stage of mass
employment of nuclear weapons.”16
Russian military planners combine conventional precision (nonnuclear) weapons and nuclear weapons conceptually, doctrinally, organizationally, and operationally.17 Conventional precision weapons,
viewed as having combat effectiveness for some purposes on a par
with nuclear weapons, are designated as the first capability to be
employed for strategic deterrence at the regional and global level.18
However, “in conditions when means for deterring the aggressor may
prove insufficiently effective, it is necessary to consider nuclear and
non-nuclear strategic weapons also as military means for the smashing of the aggressor.”19
It is important to note that precision conventional weapons complement but do not replace nuclear weapons. Russia’s political-military
leaders appear to envision scenarios in which employment of conventional precision weapons, coupled with a nuclear deterrent threat,
could be sufficient for “accomplishment of global and regional deterrence aims, de-escalation and termination of regional and large-scale
aggression.”20 Non-nuclear and nuclear deterrence are conceptually
linked because strategic nuclear deterrence is viewed as creating the
necessary preconditions for non-nuclear deterrence (by conventional
precision weapons) to be effective. If an adversary does not capitulate
in response to a precision conventional attack, Russia can escalate to
nuclear employment. Non-nuclear deterrence is therefore based on:
1) threatened or actual infliction of deterrent levels or assigned levels
of damage by conventional precision weapons linked to; 2) the threat
of nuclear escalation of the conflict, potentially to the level of massed
nuclear strikes:
Deterrence of nuclear aggression is based on strategic nuclear
retaliation according to the set role of the strategic nuclear
forces. Deterrence of nuclear aggression creates the necessary
preconditions for deterrence of aggression by use of conventional
means of destruction.21
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In sum, Russian thinking about strategic deterrence has been a
principal focus of military innovation. Russian thinkers and political and
military leaders have set out significant new ideas about the roles and
functions of deterrence in the current and future security environments.
This thinking differs from past approaches in many ways, but one of the
most important new facets is the role of non-military and non-nuclear
means in supporting strategic deterrence objectives.
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Strategic Operations
A key question for Western defense planners is how these new
conceptual approaches to deterrence and war actually translate into
Russian military planning. Russia’s military strategy is based on the
determination that “the activities of the armed forces should be maximally active and decisive, aimed at the complete defeat of the aggressor.” This is “achieved only through a defensive-offensive strategy, i.e.
the rational combination of defense, counter-offensive, and offensive.”1
The application of military force is guided by a system of strategic operations. Strategic operations are defined as
A form of military action of strategic scale, carried out by the
Armed Forces and other troops during war. It is a set of coordinated and interrelated goals, tasks, place and time of strikes,
operations and combat operations of the units and formations of
various services of the Armed Forces, conducted simultaneously
and consistently according to a single concept and plan to achieve
the intended strategic goals.2

Strategic operations originated in the experience of World War I
and related concepts were further developed in the inter-war period
by Soviet military thinkers such as M. V. Frunze (who perceived the
decisive potential of airpower, especially for bringing the battle to the
enemy’s rear area), G. S. Isserson (who developed the concept of deep
operations), A. A. Svechin (who analyzed combining operations toward
ultimate war goals under the rubric “strategic line of conduct”), and M.
N. Tukhachevskiy (who envisioned combined arms formations conducting deep offensive operations).3
The concept of strategic operations was further developed under
fire during World War II. The early years were disastrous for the Soviet
Union because German forces seized and held the strategic initiative.
This forced the Soviet Union to fight a two-year strategic defensive op-
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eration on its own soil (1941-1942). Moscow rejected a passive defense,
conducting offensive operations within its overall strategic defensive
posture, paving the way for strategic counter-offensives, the second of
which succeeded (1943). During this second phase of the war, strategic
operations — most by groups of fronts — became the main method of
conducting operations.4 Once Soviet forces had wrested the strategic
initiative from the Germans, the Soviets enjoyed freedom of choice in
the place, timing and direction of subsequent main strikes until achieving victory in 1945.5 Soviet military thinkers and planners drew critical
conclusions from the experiences of World War II, analyzing and rationalizing them in subsequent decades.
Soviet military strategy continued to evolve in the post-war years,
most notably in response to the appearance of nuclear weapons and
their long-range delivery means and other major advances in military
capabilities. The main lessons and principles described above were retained, and they remain a part of the present strategy and system of strategic planning and operations.6 Among the perceived changes brought
by the new technologies were:
• the ability to destroy groupings of enemy forces throughout the
entire depth of the theater;
• the requirement to accomplish main missions quickly due to
the presence of nuclear weapons; an increased requirement for
combined arms operations to defeat large enemy groupings;
• the requirement to recover and continue operations after
enemy nuclear employment;
• and enemy nuclear delivery means as a priority target in
conventional wars.7
For strategic operations initiated by using conventional weapons, the
assigned missions were “to foil enemy attacks, inflict decisive losses on
his groupings of armed forces deployed in the [theater], including nuclear
delivery means, and seize and retain the strategic initiative.”8
Soviet and post-Cold War Russian military strategy and related concepts for strategic operations evolved further in response to the Third
Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA) and its implications.9 Russian military
thinkers have assessed that the character of strategic operations has
again changed substantially. Consequently, they anticipate that strategic
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counter-offensive and offensive operations, would “begin with a battle
for air and sea dominance, powerful rocket-fire strikes and decisive offensives of mobile forces with follow-on introduction of the main forces.”10
Russian military experts assessed that the U.S. had adopted a global
aerospace operation to achieve its strategic aims. In response, Russia
developed a new form of strategic operation: the Strategic Operation for
Deflection of Aerospace Attack.11
On the basis of Russian military publications, the current system of
strategic operations (most of which is depicted in the translated Russian
illustration at Figure 4) comprises:
• Strategic Operation for the Deflection of Aerospace Attack
• Strategic Aerospace Operation
• Strategic Operation for the Destruction of Critically Important
Targets12
• Strategic Nuclear Forces Operation
• Strategic Operation in a Continental Theater of Military
Operations
• Strategic Operation in an Oceanic Theater of Military
Operations

Strategic Air Operation

Battle
Combat Operations
Engagement
Strike
Strategic Deployment of the Armed Forces
Strategic Air-Space Operation
Operation of the Strategic Nuclear Forces
Strategic Operation
in a Military Theatre of Operations

Strategic Operations in an
Oceanic Theatre of Operations

Special Information Operations

SODCIT
Special Actions

Special
Informational
Operations and
Special Actions

Strategic Operation in a Continental
Theatre of Military Operations

In a Threating
Period and
Military Time

Strategic Operation for Defence Against
Aerospace Attack

Operation

In Military
Conflicts, Local
and Regional
Wars

Military Support to One
of the Combating Sides

Peace Making Operations
Ways of Applying
Armed Forces

Open Use of a Group of Armed Forces in
Cooperation with Other Forces
Blockade of Region (Zone)
of the Military Conflict

Forms of Application of the Russian Armed Forces

Blockade of a Region (Zone)
of the Military Conflict

In Peacetime

Intelligence-Informational Action
Actions to Ensure Security of Russian
Federation Economic Activity, Demonstrative
Military Presence and Forces

Actions in Support of Forces and Military
Formations and Organs of the Interior
Ministry and Border Guards

Figure 4. Forms of Application of the Russian Federation Armed Forces Including
Strategic Operations.13
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The Strategic Operation for the Deflection of Aerospace Attack is
defined as a set of strategic measures and defensive-offensive actions
aimed at detecting and repelling an aerospace attack by the enemy from
all aerospace directions and protecting the armed forces and economic
facilities from land, air, and space-based strategic strikes. The operation
would be carried out by the Space Forces (Missile Attack Warning System, Missile Defense, Space Surveillance System) in cooperation with
the Air Force, as well as the military assets of the Army and Navy. Its
components are: operations of the Space Forces (Missile Attack Warning
System, Missile Defense, Space Surveillance System) and air operations
of aviation using groupings of zones and areas of air defense of the Air
Force and Air Defense (Armies, Corps, and Divisions of Air Force and Air
Defense Forces).14
The Strategic Aerospace Operation comprises a set of coordinated
and interrelated goals, tasks, place and time of strikes, operations
and combat operations by units and formations of the services and
branches of the Armed Forces, with a decisive role of the Air Force,
conducted according to a single concept and plan in one or several strategic aerospace directions. The purposes of the strategic aerospace
operation are:
• defeat (deflection) of the enemy’s aerospace attack;
• gaining dominance in the air and in the strategic space zone;
• defeat of his aerospace forces and means in the aerospace
space, on land, and at sea;
• protection of the most important facilities of state and military
command, economic facilities, infrastructure of the state and
armed forces;
• destruction of enemy governmental and military command;
• defeat the enemy’s strategic and operational deployment of
forces;
• prohibition of inter-theater maneuver by enemy forces;
• reduction of military and economic potential.
The Strategic Aerospace Operation includes: air operations; combat
actions of long-range aviation using conventional means of destruction;
military operations of troops (forces) to repel aerospace attacks and
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defeat of the enemy in other directions; information and intelligence;
support of combat actions not part of the Armed Forces services or
branches; special operations. The scale of Strategic Aerospace Operations depends on the character and scale of the war; objectives of the
operations and assigned tasks; composition, condition and combat
capabilities of the forces, the forms and methods of their actions; composition and capabilities of their forces and means. The operation could
cover several regions or the whole territory of the country, space from
extremely low altitudes to the far boundary of the strategic space zone.
The depth of the operation would be determined by the range of the
enemy’s aerospace means and the enemy’s forces and means.15
The Strategic Operation of the Nuclear Forces is defined as a form
of use of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation, an integral part
of the strategic operations system, representing a set of coordinated
and interrelated targets, the place and time of military operations, and
strikes of nuclear forces (means) conducted under a single concept
and plan under the leadership of the Supreme Command and the direct
control of the General Staff for the solution of strategic tasks. The purpose of the Strategic Operation of Nuclear Forces is the de-escalation
(including termination) of aggression launched against the Russian Federation and its allies and the defeat of an aggressor who has used or
is ready to use nuclear or other types of weapons of mass destruction
against the Russian Federation. The scope of the Strategic Operation of
Nuclear Forces would depend on the political and strategic objectives
of the war, its nature and the composition of the states participating in
the war. The operation would be global in scope, covering all or several
strategic aerospace directions, and would be conducted at intercontinental range. The probable duration could be three to five days or more.
The basis of the operation would be the first massive nuclear strike by
Strategic Nuclear Forces (SNF), as well as the first massive nuclear
strikes of strategic formations in the theater of operations (strategic
direction), inflicted by all or most of the available means. The subsequent nuclear strikes within the framework of the Strategic Operation
of Nuclear Forces would be carried out on the orders of the Supreme
Command as the situation is clarified, the results of the nuclear strike
are assessed, and the combat capability of the nuclear forces is restored. The Strategic Operation of Nuclear Forces includes: nuclear
strikes and combat operations of the strategic nuclear forces; nuclear
strikes and combat operations of formations and units equipped with
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non-strategic nuclear weapons of land, air and sea basing, including the
use of nuclear mines by engineer troops, as well as the actions of the
Space Forces and troops that are not part of the services and branches
of the Armed Forces. The Strategic Rocket Forces would participate in
the Strategic Operation of Nuclear Forces together with the maritime
and aviation components of the strategic nuclear forces.16
The Strategic Operation in a Continental Theater of Operations is
defined as a set of coordinated operations and actions by various services of the Armed Forces, conducted within the boundaries of the continental theater of operations for the achievement of assigned militarypolitical goals. It is carried out with the decisive role of the Land Forces
and Air Forces with the participation of the Navy and Special Forces. A
Strategic Operation in a Continental Theater could encompass the entire continental theater of operations and the adjoining coastal oceanic
and maritime zones of the theater of operations. The operation could
continue for a period of several weeks to a few months. It could include
a number of simultaneous and sequential frontal operations, including one or two air operations in the theater, a number of air defense
operations, several amphibious and anti-landing operations, as well as
a system of massive fire-strikes (and in nuclear war, nuclear missile
strikes), and a set of supporting measures. These activities could be
conducted in the following order depending on their nature and content
— defensive, counter-offensive, and offensive strategic operations in
the continental theater of operations.17
The Strategic Operation in the Oceanic Theater of Operations is
a system of agreed-upon and coordinated military operations in the
operationally important regions of the ocean and the seas, as well as in
adjacent coastal areas and airspace. Its aims would be to disrupt enemy
attacks from the sea; gain dominance in the ocean (sea); defeat important coastal targets; defeat the main naval forces of the enemy and its
troops in the coastal areas; disrupt ocean transport of the enemy; and
to protect friendly lines of communications, bases, and coastal facilities. The Navy would carry out the operation in coordination with other
elements of the Armed Forces. It could include a number of successive operations of the fleet, army operations on the coastal flanks, air,
air-naval, and amphibious assault and anti-landing operations, as well
as a system of fire strikes, naval strike and reconnaissance operations
and support measures. In the future, instead of strategic operations in
the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, operational and strategic operations of
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the fleets and the operational groups of forces and forces interacting
with them will be more characteristic. In exceptional cases, it would be
possible to unite the strategic actions of the Russian Navy as a whole.18
The Russian system of strategic operations and the related concepts have been evolving since the collapse of the Soviet Union. In
particular, “the theory and practice of the strategic aerospace operation
is constantly improving.”19 As a result, the Ministry of Defense has undertaken a sequence of five major reorganizations, amid near-constant
lower-level adaptations, of the Russian air, air and missile defense, and
space forces since 1991.20 This likely reflects Russian prioritization of
the “aerospace adversary” as a primary threat and the defeat of the
postulated “mass aerospace attack” as a primary mission with a resulting constant effort to ensure an effective response. It also likely
indicates that the Russian military has found it challenging to address
this problem.
Partly as a consequence of the ongoing evolution of Russian military thought, several variations of current strategic operations are discussed in Russian open literature but the main delineations of strategic
air, air defense, land, and maritime operations in various forms appear
relatively constant. Other strategic operation concepts appear to nest
within the overarching set of strategic operations. The Strategic Operation for Destruction of Critically Important Targets (SODCIT) appears to
be one of these. This may be due to two evident aspects of SODCIT:
its all-domain nature (aerospace, maritime, land forces, Special Forces,
cyber, electromagnetic, etc.) and its apparent coordinated targeting
function across domains. Because it is directly related to the question of conventional precision strike and nuclear thresholds, SODCIT is
discussed more fully below.
The annual strategic joint exercises in the Military Districts (ZAPAD,
KAVKAZ, TSENTR, and VOSTOK) and the large-scale snap exercises, both
of which now tend to involve multiple Military Districts and increasingly
complex combined arms operations, test the Armed Forces’ ability to
implement the strategic plans.21 The system of strategic plans and operations encompasses an array of basic operational planning documents for
the full range of operational activities by, for example, fronts and fleets.
The Russian concept of “strategic operations” is, thus, the mechanism by which military activities can be planned and coordinated to
support strategic objectives. These “strategic operations” have no
clear counterparts in Western military thought, except perhaps by
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analogue to the joint operating concepts of the U.S. military. They are
essential for understanding how Russia expects to successfully deter
and defend against NATO.
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Conventional Precision Strike
Concepts, Doctrine, and
Capabilities
The Soviet military foresaw conventional precision-strike capabilities as one outcome of what Soviet analysts called “the third revolution
in military affairs” (RMA).1 Soviet analytical conclusions were borne out
when the U.S.-led coalition crushed the Soviet-equipped and trained
Iraqi military in a 30-day air campaign and three-day land campaign.
Soviet analysts subsequently concluded that conventional precision
weapons had the potential to accomplish tasks previously assigned
to nuclear weapons.2 These perceptions and conclusions have been
reinforced as the U.S. further developed its precision strike capabilities
and employed them in Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Libya, Syria, and a second time in Iraq.3 Russia’s leaders found their high level of dependence
on nuclear weapons during the lean years of the 1990s constraining
and dangerous.4 In their view, nuclear weapons were not credible responses to the security threats and challenges pressing in on Russia in
the immediate post-Cold War era.5 The Russian military assessed the
growing U.S. conventional precision strike capabilities as a significant
future threat to Russia. Russian strategists determined that the most
effective response would be the development of an analogous countervailing capability.6 This was in line with the principle of adequacy of
responsive measures, calling for rough equivalency with the means
and methods used by the adversary for deterrence.7
Consequently, the development and fielding of conventional precision strike capabilities have been high priorities in Russia’s intensive
military modernization efforts undertaken since 2008. Simultaneously, Russian leaders have consistently identified modernization of
the nuclear forces as the number one priority even as they pursued
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conventional precision strike capabilities.8 As demonstrated by its
operations in Ukraine and Syria and its program of large and increasingly sophisticated exercises, Russia’s modernization efforts are paying off with flexible and usable military forces.9 That flexibility is well
illustrated in Russia’s strike capabilities; the capabilities now available
to Russia consist of redundant, overlapping, long-range, dual-capable
missile coverage of nearly all of Europe from within Russian territory,
airspace, and home waters.
Russia’s strategic weapons set is designed to enable “demonstrative, single or grouped employment of nuclear and non-nuclear means
at various stages of development of inter-state conflicts corresponding
to the situation, intended to provide for various levels of deterrent damage, the upper limit of which is unacceptable damage.”10 While theater
weapons are often the focus of Western analysis, intercontinental
ballistic missiles are integrated in this concept as well.11 The strategic
weapons set is integrated in
• planning demonstration strikes;
• developing concepts for limited strikes to de-escalate conflicts
and force the adversary to cease hostilities on conditions
favorable to the Russian Federation;
• development of the concept for strategic operations for the
destruction of critically important targets;
• and development of the concept for employment of longrange precision weapons in operations of the armed forces in
a strategic direction.12
Figure 5 illustrates part of Russia’s precision strike capability.
Russian strike planning is guided by a number of concepts about
needed levels of damage.These include “deterrent,” “dosed,” “assigned,”
and “unacceptable” damage levels. These concepts too have evolved
in the context of strategic deterrence by mixed non-nuclear and nuclear
means, in particular for the containment and de-escalation of regional
conflicts. One team of Russian military experts has defined “deterrent
damage” as “strictly dosed damage, inflicted by nuclear and/or strategic non-nuclear means on the facilities of vitally important infrastructure
of the aggressor country.”13 Deterrent damage and assigned damage
concepts are part of Russia’s recently developed approach to escalation
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Figure 5. Approximate coverage of five operational/operational-strategic precision strike
weapons from illustrative positions within Russian and Russian-controlled territory.14

control. These concepts are intended to draw a distinction with “unacceptable” damage levels, which have customarily been assigned a meaning close to the concept of “guaranteed destruction” associated with the
McNamara criteria.15 In that context, the term signified “the traditional
aim of the strategic nuclear forces, which were assigned to inflict an
annihilating strike on the aggressor, i.e. maximum possible damage.”16
Use of these terms has become fluid as the Russian military elaborates new concepts of deterrence. For example, in some contexts,
“unacceptable damage” is still used as a synonym for “guaranteed
destruction” or annihilation. More recently, “unacceptable damage” has
also been defined as “damage of a scale that would place in doubt the
achievement of the aims of the armed conflict, but would not deprive the
adversary of alternatives for de-escalation.”17 This suggests more general
usage of the term to indicate the level of damage, at any level of intensity
of a conflict, which the adversary finds unacceptable and that compels
him to sue for peace.
Parallel to this, “assigned damage” has also been used more flexibly to denote whatever level of damage designated to be inflicted at
that level of intensity of conflict. The term is currently used in Russian
military literature to indicate both meanings (annihilation or limited destruction) and should be examined in the context of each usage. For
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example, the most demanding task assigned to the Soviet and Russian
strategic nuclear forces has been to be able to inflict assured destruction
in all circumstances, i.e. even after an attempted disarming first strike
by the adversary. This is described in the current military doctrine as
“unacceptable damage” and as “assigned damage” in earlier versions
of the military doctrine. Since the overall Russian strategic nuclear force
structure did not change in the interval, the assigned level of damage at
that time likely also rose to the level of assured destruction.
The initial re-thinking in the early 1990s of the concept of “unacceptable damage” was a first step toward the present-day concepts for
use of the strategic weapon set, including the potential use of conventional precision strike for deterrence and for the limited use of nuclear
weapons. In particular, the concept of objective and subjective criteria
for unacceptable damage appears to provide a basis for exploration
of ever-lower levels of damage, potentially perceived as unacceptable
by the adversary, and sufficient to compel war termination.18 This concept appears to be an effort to reconcile the perceived requirement to
maintain rough numerical parity of nuclear weapons with the United
States, and the perceived decline in the level of damage required, for
subjective perceptual reasons, to deter an adversary or compel him
to terminate aggression. The intention appears to be, on one hand,
to continue to justify substantial forces comparable in size to those
of the United States on the basis of objective criteria derived through
scientific methods, including modeling. On the other hand, subjective
criteria can be used to model various levels of assigned damage, down
to an unknown minimum, at which an adversary will capitulate. The
minimum force requirements to support this level of damage would
not justify force levels required for the assured destruction mission but
would be useful for limited nuclear war scenarios. Subjective criteria
for unacceptable levels of damage are therefore proposed as a supplement to objective criteria.19
The emergence of new terms and shifts in the usage of established
terms is symptomatic of the ongoing evolution of Russian deterrence
thinking. Many factors are driving the rapid evolution of Russian deterrence concepts, including the selective targeting and calibrated damage made possible by conventional precision strike. Russian military
experts have noted that the precision with which enemy targets can
be struck “allows variation of the planned level of such losses corresponding to the aims of deterrence or coercion of the opposing side to
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terminate armed resistance (localization and termination of conflict).”20
Further evolution of these concepts and the related terminology will occur as the Russian armed forces refine their theories of deterrence to
suit evolving circumstances, to exploit new capabilities, and to provide
maximum operational flexibility to the political leadership.

Psychological and Cognitive Elements
Russian thinking about the psychological and cognitive elements of
deterrence appears to be another area of rapid development. Russian
experts argue that this topic was neglected in the past, with the nuclear
threat being addressed from a sociopsychological perspective “only indirectly.” With few exceptions, Russian psychologists had not analyzed
the international nuclear confrontation itself until this decade.21 This
may be in part because “deterrence” as understood in the West and
its related concepts were out of line with Communist Party ideology
and not considered “legitimate” until the 1990s.22 This is not to say that
the Soviet Union did not implement deterrence. A post-Soviet Russian
military expert has noted that, “nuclear deterrence itself was strongly
criticized, but in practice the military-political leadership of the country
followed precisely this principle.”23 Official policy seems to have had a
stultifying effect on research into and application of deterrence theory,
perhaps limiting the Soviet military to a brute approach of “strength
deters and weakness provokes.” Despite these ideologically-imposed
distortions, “in the domestic [Russian] theory of strategic deterrence
the majority of experts have no doubt in the role of the psychological
function in the mechanism of deterrence by forceful means.”24 By the
early 2010s, Russian military experts considered that domestic theories
of strategic deterrence lagged behind “foreign analogs in terms of developing its conceptual models.”25
Russian military experts recognized that, in contrast, psychology
has long been a major element of deterrence thinking in the West.
Despite the informational element of Russia’s approach to strategic deterrence, it was noted that, by 2010, “the psychological aspect has had
an insignificant role and only recently is an intensification of domestic
research into this question observed.”26 This has been one strand of the
efforts to develop a Russian national approach to strategic deterrence
and the outcomes are becoming evident.
Of particular relevance to the main topic of this paper, it appears that
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Russian military strategists are using developing concepts of subjective
criteria for unacceptable levels of damage as context for examination of
the psychological and cognitive aspects of deterrence. Russian military
experts recognized in the early 1990s, while thinking through the first
post-Soviet revisions of their approach to nuclear deterrence, that levels of unacceptable damage could vary widely between nations due to
culture-based perceptions. For one nation, unacceptable damage could
be “a simple lowering of the quality of life and for others – millions of
casualties accepted as fully justified in achieving social-political goals.”27
Russian military analysts have continued to develop this concept, with
one suggesting that, “for European countries with high standards of
quality of life of the population, with a certain ‘European’ style of life,
destruction of economic facilities which define those standards, would
be more significant.”28 Following this line of thought toward the psychological dimension of deterrence, another Russian military analyst has
suggested that calculation of actual damage may not matter as much
as calculation of how the damage is perceived by the adversary’s leadership and population. In order to be implemented, this approach would
require detailed research into and deep understanding of the target
nation’s infrastructure and its sub-elements, and of its governmentalsocial structure and processes in order to determine the adversary’s
likely “threshold of unacceptability.”29 This is an excellent example of
Russia’s emerging approach to using its strategic weapon set to inflict
calibrated damage for coercion and escalation control.
Russian military and non-military expert writing on the psychological element of deterrence indicates that Russian deterrence approaches primarily target the minds of adversary decision-makers.30 Russian
experts recognize that “the decision to deliver a nuclear strike in a
crisis situation is the prerogative of a very limited group of people.”31
Consequently, potential outcomes of a nuclear confrontation, “depend
to a high degree on the psychological features of a small number of
individuals.”32 The adversary population and society are a secondary target.33 One area of research proposes linking the psychological effects
inflicted on the adversary population by lowering overall quality of life
(the degree to which quality of life is affected and the percentage of
population affected) to calculations of deterrent effect on the decisionmakers. The impact on quality of life would be calculated based on the
estimated importance of the targeted facility as “an element of the
functionality of the governing mechanism” and “of the psychological
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background [created] for the population and the government of the
state” by its destruction.34
As to aims, two Russian military experts have recently written that
“the decision-making sphere and the entire cognitive sphere of modern
military conflict are a kind of virtual field of combat, on which an intellectual battle between the commanders and staffs of the opposing sides
unfolds.”35 Russian military strategists have identified several aims of
the intellectual battle on the strategic deterrence front. These include:36
• to convince the political-military leadership and society of the
state (or coalition of states) of the potential aggressor of the
catastrophic consequences of a retaliatory or pre-emptive
nuclear impact;37
• to convince the political-military leadership and society of the
state (or coalition of states) of the potential aggressor of the
futility of [trying to] achieve by forceful means military and
political objectives;38
• to frighten, constrain, or coerce potential adversaries;39
• to convincingly demonstrate readiness to employ all available
means in order to compel [by fear of] unavoidable retribution
the opposing side from opening military conflict with Russia;40
• to deter the eventual adversary from wide-scale use of means
of aerospace attack by convincing him (with accurate or
distorted information) that Russian military capabilities would
make that suicidal;41
• to demonstrate readiness and resolve to use force by
employment of non-strategic nuclear weapons in conditions
of escalation of a military conflict.42
Although direct study of the psychological element of deterrence
may have lagged for some years, Russia has a deep reservoir of thought
about psychology in conflict to draw upon, including in particular socalled “reflexive control.” Reflexive control is “directed at the psyche of
the opposing commander” with the “aim to place the adversary in difficult positions for continuing combat or to compel him to take decisions
that objectively lead to defeat.”43 Enough reflexive control measures
are identical to deterrence measures (such as demonstrations of force,
elevation of force readiness, and limited strikes) to raise the question
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whether “reflexive control” was not, at least in part, a politically acceptable euphemism for deterrence during the Soviet era. Whether that is
the case or not, contemporary Russian military strategists have drawn
a connection between strategic deterrence and reflexive control, opening the door to future elaborationof their deterrence theory drawing
upon reflexive control.44
In the current security environment, Russian concepts for employment of reflexive control against coalitions are of particular interest.
Unsurprisingly, the principal aim in conflict with a coalition adversary is
its dissolution. Russian strategists perceive this as achievable because,
“the interests and internal assessments of individual state-participants
do not fully align.” In conflict, the side (Russia) imposing “reflexive control” would seek to destroy a coalition by
• forceful pressure with actual threats on individual coalition
members in order to convince them to leave it;
• powerful strikes on the leader of the coalition, during which
actions against the other allies are not conducted;
• strikes on a weak ally with the aim of his withdrawal from
battle, restraining vacillators from actions on the side of the
coalition, and influencing the psychology of his allies;
• political and diplomatic measures aimed at strengthening
confrontations within the coalition, presenting privileges and
advantages separately to its members;
• flexible policy manifesting greater indulgence toward a
defeated coalition member that leaves the coalition at an
earlier stage of conflict.45
Although much of the Russian study in these areas focuses on aspects of crisis and war, it is clear that Moscow applies many of these
principles and approaches in peacetime. The assiduous efforts by
President Putin and other high-level Russian officials to highlight nuclear
weapons in the “psychological background” of the current security environment is one example. In general, Russia is re-shaping perceptions
on the psychological front using a range of political, diplomatic, military,
and other activites in order to deter a perceived threat of aggression and
to create more favorable conditions for Russia in case of actual conflict.
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Conventional Precision Strike for Strategic Deterrence
One of the most noteworthy aspects of the Russian concept of conventional (non-nuclear) precision weapons’ role in strategic deterrence
is their instrumentality. They are assigned the same function as nuclear
weapons: to deter by the threat of infliction of deterrent, prescribed
or “dosed” levels, or unacceptable levels of damage on an adversary.
Russian leaders and military experts do not elaborate upon their role in
pre-conflict strategic deterrence much beyond that. Policy statements
and military analyses focus more on their intra-war deterrence and
warfighting roles. The Russian military doctrine document states, “in
fulfilling activity of strategic deterrence of a forceful nature, the Russian
Federation foresees the use of precision weapons.”46 Elsewhere, the
doctrine focuses on the “creation of new types of precision weapons
and means for their combat use.”47 President Putin has had a similar
focus when speaking about conventional precision weapons, saying
that “a state with such weapons [conventional (non-nuclear) precision
weapons] at its disposal seriously increases its offensive potential.”48
Then-Prime Minister Putin emphasized instrumentality in 2012, writing that, “by the mass adoption of high-precision non-nuclear weapons
of a large radius of action, the tendency to consolidate behind them the
role of weapons of decisive victory over the enemy, including in global
conflict, will become more and more evident.”49 He observed at the
same time that conventional long-range precision weapons “are comparable to employment of nuclear weapons in results but more ‘acceptable’ in political and military terms.”50 In the same context, President
Putin has said that the new armaments plan will “take strategic nonnuclear forces to a qualitatively new level enabling the neutralization of
any military threat to Russia.”51 This taken-for-granted instrumentality
is perfectly in line with the nature of conventional precision weapons.
However, it is starkly at odds with the Russian conception of them,
along with nuclear weapons, as twin pillars of strategic deterrence
— whose primary utility is in their non-use. It is on this conceptual
basis and the supporting doctrinal and operational elements that the
distinction between conventional and nuclear weapons begins to blur
and questions about thresholds arise. This operational integration and
blurring of the distinction between conventional and nuclear weapons
is depicted at Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Intended levels of damage and related forms of strategic (non-nuclear and
nuclear) weapons strikes employed at escalating levels of conflict intensity.52

The Functions of Conventional Precision Weapons
Drawing upon Russian military analysis and employment concepts,
the functions envisaged for conventional precision weapons include53:
• to be used in support of strategic deterrence;54
• to counterbalance the large-scale deployment of conventional
long-range precision weapons by other countries, principally
the U.S.;55
• to increase Russia’s offensive potential;56
• to achieve strategic and political goals for which the utility of
nuclear weapons has declined;57
• to deter potential aggressors in armed conflicts, and local and
regional wars through demonstrated readiness to conduct
retaliatory or warning strikes for infliction of prescribed or
deterring levels of damage to groups of forces as well as to
the enemy’s military-economic potential;58
• to test the will of the adversary to continue aggression;59
• to de-escalate and terminate armed conflicts on terms
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acceptable to Russia by infliction of prescribed or deterring
levels of damage to groups of forces as well as to the
enemy’s military-economic potential through demonstrative,
single or grouped employment of non-nuclear and nuclear
means, potentially simultaneously, at early stages of interstate conflict, up to the maximum of infliction of unacceptable
levels of damage;60
• to fulfil strategic objectives in “distance” (stand-off) war at
operational and operational-strategic depth of the TVD,61 and
in distant continental regions;62
• to participate in strategic operations for the destruction of
critically important targets (SODCIT);63
• to destroy the enemy’s military-economic potential by means
of attack from the sea of critically important facilities;64
• to inflict unacceptable damage on the enemy with the aim
of forcing him to terminate military operations in conditions
guaranteed to provide for the national interests of the Russian
Federation;65
• to disorganize systems of government and military control;66
• to degrade the effectiveness of enemy actions on the sea and
from the sea;67
• to destroy key targets in operations conducted in coordination
with general-purpose forces.68
Within the strategic weapons concept, there is large overlap of
these functions with those of nuclear weapons.69

Forms of Strategic Weapons Employment
Here, it is worth highlighting two of the designated functions for
conventional precision weapons: “demonstrative, single or grouped
employment of non-nuclear means” and “strategic operations for
the destruction of critically important targets (SODCIT).” These could
describe the lower and upper ends of the non-nuclear or pre-nuclear
operational phase envisioned by Russian military planners in an escalating conflict. At the lower end of the scale, single or limited conventional precision strikes, perhaps targeted for demonstrative purposes
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(minimal casualties and physical damage) could be an initial option for
de-escalation and containment of a local or regional conflict. At the
upper end of the scale, massed conventional precision strikes for operational effect would be part of multi-domain strategic operations for
the destruction of critically important targets.70 The concept of employing conventional precision weapons potentially simultaneously with or
followed by nuclear means at an undetermined point along this scale
is particularly significant to the discussion of critical thresholds below.
The aim of employing any part of the strategic weapon set in combat is “de-escalation of military actions and their termination on conditions favorable to the Russian Federation.”71 Russian military experts
see the potential use of non-strategic nuclear weapons in this role as
“a demonstration to the enemy of resolve to defend [Russia’s] interests by escalating the use of nuclear weapons (sequentially: tactical,
operational-tactical, operational, and operational-strategic) and forcing him to forego further aggression by the threat of use of strategic
nuclear weapons.”72
At the lower end of the scale are the demonstrative strike and the
single strike. These should be considered separately.73 One Russian
source suggests that critically important facilities could be designated
for a demonstrative strike by precision weapons, intentionally avoiding
casualties or any grave negative impact on population survival.74 This
would seem to call for a facility that is close enough to a population centre or otherwise monitored for an attack to be observed immediately,
unmanned or lightly manned in order to keep casualties to a minimum,
and assessed as having no dangerous secondary effects. If analysis of
the Russian intention is correct, this is the strike option with the smallest escalatory potential. A demonstrative strike fitting this profile could
be intended as a warning before the intensification of a crisis to direct
conflict, or the escalation of an ongoing conflict.
The second option, the single strike, should be considered separately from the demonstrative strike as it is not limited in terms of casualties, military-operational impact, or potential side effects. It appears
in Russian military writing as deliberately separate from demonstrative
strikes, seemingly intended to achieve more than minimal damage — a
next level of warning, possibly for use in a rapidly intensifying crisis or
in the early stage of an escalating conflict.
The third option is the grouped (limited) strike. This option can be
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like the first two options, is intended to achieve deterrent levels of
damage against an adversary. Though intended for deterrent effect, its
military-operational aims mean that it straddles the line between intrawar deterrence and warfighting. In this context, the grouped (limited)
precision conventional strike presents the first critical threshold in the
pre-nuclear phase of a conflict.
Russian military authorities view these first three strike options,
along with other means of demonstrations of force or limited strikes for
de-escalation (or coercion) as applicable in the early stages of a conflict,
i.e. possibly before a state of war is declared (See Figure 7). This could
be potentially significant in legal and practical terms in certain scenarios
of escalating crises. The Russians assign a specific meaning to “Time
of War” (literally “Military Time”, Voennoe Vremya [Военное Время]),
which is considered to begin with a declaration of war by one side or
the other or the start of actual aggression. A declaration of the “Time of
War” would normally be accompanied by a presidential declaration of
martial law (either nationwide or in specific national territories) and partial or full military mobilization, if it has not already taken place.75 Martial
law (Voennoe Polozhenie (Военное Положение)) would comprise a “set
of economic, political, administrative, military and other measures” in
support of defense against or termination of aggression.76 These legal
steps would be elements of a Russian transition to full-scale war on
a national basis. It is significant, in particular in terms of understanding for crisis management and for warning purposes, that substantial
kinetic operations are potentially foreseen in advance of such steps.
The notion of significant kinetic operations before declaration of
“Time of War” and martial law is in line with Russian assessments
that modern conflicts have the potential for rapid escalation. Russian
military planning reflects this. Therefore, while the Russian approach
to escalation control may be finely calibrated, it may also be time-compressed.77 These three initial de-escalatory precision conventional options would be implemented against the backdrop of generally heightened tensions and war preparations, including the nuclear component.
Aerospace, aerospace defense, and nuclear forces would be brought
to increased readiness and some elements would be deployed as an
inter-state crisis sharpened, prior to a demonstrative, single, or grouped
strike. General-purpose forces would also be mobilized and deploying.
The tension in these circumstances between de-escalatory and escalatory dynamics is obvious.
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Given its limited scope and aims, the grouped (limited) strike might
be, in practical terms, the maximum level of effort by precision conventional (non-nuclear) weapons for the containment and de-escalation of
a local or regional conflict. If grouped strike, along with concurrent operations by general-purpose forces, deterrence signalling by aerospace
and nuclear forces, and activity on the diplomatic front do not succeed
in terminating the conflict on terms favourable to Russia (capitulation by
the adversary or a satisfactory negotiated settlement), Moscow could
consider continuing operations or halting them (de facto capitulation).
Russian military analysts also recognize that attempts to de-escalate a
conflict in its early stages through employment of conventional precision weapons, particularly against critical enemy targets, could instead
lead to escalation.79
Barring capitulation, nuclear employment would follow: Russian
military experts have noted, “if non-nuclear means do not prevent
him [the adversary] from starting or continuing aggression, then the
transition to the use of nuclear weapons would be justified and unavoidable.”80 This situation would represent the failure or near-failure of
Russia’s secondary theory of victory: to achieve its aims quickly by localizing a regional conflict through the achievement of local superiority of
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general-purpose forces and leveraging nuclear capabilities for aggressive sanctuarization. Sancuarization of one’s own homeland by nuclear
deterrence emerged in French deterrence thinking.81 French defense
experts subsequently adapted the original concept to describe leveraging of nuclear capabilities for territorial aggression. Jean-Louis Gergorin
developed the concept with reference to Iraq and North Korea.82 French
experts have used the term in connection with Russia since 2014.83 In
this context, aggressive sanctuarization is the extension of the nuclear
umbrella along with anti-access and area-denial capabilities (A2/AD)
beyond Russian territory into adjoining air, land, and maritime spaces
or over territory seized by aggression. The extension of the nuclear
umbrella over seized territory would be a major component of the “fait
accompli” that some Western analysts have indicated could be an option for Moscow on Russia’s borders, including in the Baltic region.84
Ukraine was a case study in aggressive sanctuarization.85
Failure to induce NATO to sue for peace on terms acceptable to
Moscow would constitute a failure of Russian strategy, resulting in a
protracted conflict pitting Russia against a large and militarily and economically powerful coalition. In these conditions, a decision by Moscow to continue combat would set the stage for rapid escalation of the
conflict with intensified operations across all domains. One element
of this would be grouped (limited) and massed conventional precision
or nuclear missile strikes as part of the Strategic Operation for the Destruction of Critically Important Targets (SODCIT).86

The Strategic Operation for the Destruction of Critically
Important Targets (SODCIT)
An understanding of the Russian SODCIT concept can be extracted
from both governmental and military writings, including those that
characterize Russian thinking about the SODCIT-like operations they
attribute to the likely adversary (the United States). SODCIT is a multidomain operation intended to destroy critical enemy facilities in order
to achieve a strategic objective. Grouped or massed missile strikes are
envisioned as part of SODCIT. The Russian military defines a strategic
objective as “a planned result of military operations in a war, campaign,
or strategic operation, the achievement of which leads to the desired
development or radical changes in the military-political situation and
strategic environment, contributing to the further successful conduct
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of the war and its victorious conclusion.”87 SODCIT is referred to in
Russian military publications in a distinctive way, in contrast to other
strategic operations, seemingly indicating that it is a cross-cutting element or sub-element of other strategic operations.
The definition of a critically important target (or facility)88 can be extracted from Russian government documents on civil defense: “a target (or facility), the destruction or suspension of functionality of which
would lead to loss of control of the economy of the Russian Federation,
of a subject89 of the Russian Federation, or of the territorial unity of
the Russian Federation, her unrecoverable negative change (destruction) or a substantial lowering of the security of the vital functions of
the population.”90 One Russian document surveying U.S. government
documents on critical infrastructure demonstrates the correlation between Russian concepts of domestic critical facilities and critical enemy targets — they generally match.91
The Russian government’s criteria for designating a Russian facility as critically important are: its significance to the national economy;
the damage to the prestige of the state that its destruction or loss
of functionality would inflict; and the possible threat to the population
or territory caused by the destruction of the facility or the loss of its
functionality. The sub-criteria for “damage to the prestige of the State”
include impairment of the control of the state or a region; harm to the
authority of the state, including in the international arena; exposure
of state secrets and confidential scientific-technical and commercial
information; impairment of the combat readiness and capabilities of
the armed forces; and impairment of the stability of the financial or
banking system.92
At the operational level, a Russian military expert has defined critically important enemy targets as: “key military infrastructure facilities
at the tactical or operational level, and economic infrastructure facilities or dual-purpose facilities, the timely destruction (neutralization) of
which leads to the guaranteed reduction of the combat potential of a
group of forces (military formation), denies control and mobility for an
extended period and creates the threat of disruption or failure of fulfilment of the assigned military task.”93
The general categories of the target set for SODCIT as derived
from a number of related Russian military articles are shown in Figure
8. At the operational and operational-strategic levels, the intended targets reflect the overall aims of rapidly disrupting adversary command
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and control (C2), destroying his offensive means, disorganizing major
formations, and impeding the disembarkation and reception, staging,
and onward movement of follow-on forces and critical supplies. At the
strategic level, the objectives are to disrupt national command and
control, destroy strategic strike capabilities, destroy military forces and
stockpiles, disrupt governance at the national and regional level, disrupt
the means of production and transportation, and impede the embarkation of follow-on forces and critical supplies. The number of targets
and level of destruction can be calibrated in line with the Russian assessment that “modern war is characterized by a shift in strike-damage
priorities from destruction of the enemy to destruction of his key facilities.”94 Within this context, Russian military operational analysis and
planning for the strategic weapons set has included work to develop
damage-level criteria for deterrent effect, and to identify critical components and sub-components within systems for selective targeting with
conventional precision weapons.95
Tactical-Operational SODCIT Target
Categories
Category 1
Conventional Precision Strike Forces
Artillery
Military Command Posts
Category 2
Air Defense Units
Armor Concentrations
Communications Nodes
Category 3
Logistics Infrastructure
Transport Infrastructure
Ammunition, Equipment, and Materiel
Stockpiles
Petroleum, Oil, and Lubricants

Operational-Strategic SODCIT
Target Categories
Category 1
Nuclear Forces
Conventional Precision Strike Forces
Government and Military Command Posts
Category 2
Battle Management/Fire Control Centers
Air and Missile Defense Facilities
Communications Nodes
Space Surveillance Segments
Category 3
Governmental and Administrative Nodes
Logistics Infrastructure
Transportation Infrastructure
Ammunition, Equipment, and Materiel
Stockpiles
Petroleum, Oil, and Lubricants
Industrial Facilities
Hydrocarbon Production, Transport and
Storage
Chemical Production Facilities
Power Plants (hydrocarbon and nuclear)
Power transmission Infrastructure

Strategic SODCIT Target Categories
Category 1
Strategic Nuclear Forces
Strategic Non-Nuclear Forces
Strategic Government and Military
Command Posts
Category 2
Battle Management/Fire Control Centers
Air and Missile Defense Facilities
Communications Nodes
Space Surveillance Segments
Weapons Stockpiles
Category 3
Governmental and Administrative Nodes
Industrial Facilities
Hydrocarbon Production, Transport and
Storage
Chemical Production Facilities
Power Plants (hydrocarbon and nuclear)
Power Transmission Infrastructure
Logistics and Transportation Infrastructure

Figure 8. Lists of SODCIT Target Categories Derived from Russian Assessments of
Adversary and Domestic Critically Important Targets/Facilities.96
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The Strategic Operation for Repelling the Enemy
Aerospace Attack
SODCIT is designed to address the Russian military perception of
the changed character of modern war: inter-state disagreements can
escalate quickly into direct military conflict, and the initial phase of
conflict can be decisive. 97 The Strategic Operation for Repelling the
Enemy Aerospace Attack is the defensive twin to the offensive SODCIT operation.98 The two operations are intended to be implemented
simultaneously (along with other strategic operations), as indicated in
Russian military policy and analysis and as demonstrated by Russia’s
strategic exercises. The overlapping means and objectives of the SODCIT and defensive aerospace campaigns reflect the Russian perception
that strategic offense and defense are blurred in modern war.99 The
pre-emptive and counter-offensive elements of the Strategic Operation
for Repelling the Enemy Aerospace Attack exemplify this. The “total
combat potential of any opposing group of forces can be reduced
by means of pre-emptive destruction (suppression) of its forces and
means (in defense, by destruction of the means of aerospace attack
before launch; for implementation of strike objectives, by destruction
of means of aerospace defense).”100
Likewise, aerospace capabilities and effects are merging the land
and maritime theaters and pushing aerospace and maritime forces to
the forefront of “non-contact” war. 101 The SODCIT and defensive aerospace campaigns are part of Russia’s military response to the perceived
threat of a mass aerospace attack by the U.S. and its NATO Allies and
as such have a strong pre-emptive component.
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Conventional Precision Strike in
Regional Crises and Conflicts
In application, Russia’s concept of strategic deterrence represents
an expectation to prevail in local and regional conflicts through its demonstrated preparedness to fight a nuclear world war. This is reflected
in Russian military research during the 2000s, which arrived at a new
understanding of strategic deterrence, linking it to regional and local
deterrence and identifying a key role for strategic weapons (nuclear
and precision conventional weapons) at all levels.1 The Russian military
aims for deterrence or containment of local and regional conflicts but
recognizes their inherent escalatory potential.2
Russia’s interventions in Georgia and Ukraine were both strategic
deterrence operations from Moscow’s perspective. Both operations
had the strategic aim of blocking the target country’s integration into
Western defense and political institutions. Russia leveraged nuclear
capabilities in both operations in order to deter outside military intervention supporting the targeted states, an effect termed “localization
of the conflict” in Russian military writings.3 In both cases, Russia’s
leadership opted for military intervention after weighing Russia’s stake
against the calculated political and military risks, including the likelihood
of outside military intervention.4 The operations in Georgia and Ukraine
embodied Russia’s primary theory of victory in action: “to achieve its
strategic aims while avoiding direct military confrontation with NATO.”5
Russia’s intervention in Syria shares similarities with those earlier
aggressions but also differs in a significant and dangerous way. Along
with retaining its base at Tartus and its foothold in the eastern Mediterranean, Russia’s strategic aims in Syria included preserving Assad
in power by preventing the U.S.-led coalition from attempting regime
change. Moscow perceived such an attempt as increasingly likely and
acted quickly to foreclose it with its surprise expeditionary force deCONVENTIONAL PRECISION STRIKE IN REGIONAL CRISES AND CONFLICTS | 63

ployment to Syria in September 2015. Russia was equally quick to demonstrate its conventional (non-nuclear) precision strike capability with
KALIBR cruise missile strikes and Kh-101 cruise missiles against antiAssad forces. These strikes began in October 2015 and have continued
intermittently ever since. The KALIBR cruise missile strikes also convey
an implicit nuclear message given that the system is dual-capable. The
deterrence message to NATO was clear enough, and President Putin
has made the point explicitly.6
The new and dangerous element was the introduction of Russian
military forces into a theater of ongoing operations in proximity to U.S.
and other coalition forces and in direct combat operations against coalition proxies. Russia effectively interposed a tripwire force between
Assad and the Western coalition. This imposed a requirement for the
United States to de-conflict operations with Russia.
Russia’s precision strike capabilities and related concepts and
doctrine blending them with nuclear capabilities are most significant in
the context of regional conflict scenarios. A nuclear exchange between
Russia and the United States or NATO in the form of a “bolt from the
blue” attack by one side against the other is extremely unlikely. Instead,
as Michael Quinlan argued a decade ago, “non-nuclear war between
East and West is by far the likeliest road to nuclear war” in Europe.7
Russia’s 2015 National Security Strategy and 2014 Russian Military
Doctrine note a tendency toward regional instability and conflict.8 In
2015, the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff likewise assessed that “today, the
probability of U.S. involvement in interstate war with a major power is
assessed to be low but growing.”9 President Putin flagged-up the escalatory potential of regional conflicts after Turkey shot down a Russian
fighter that had crossed into Turkish airspace from Syria. He expressed
his hope that such incidents would not lead to a large-scale collision but
said that, if such circumstances arose, Russia would defend its security
interests “with all obtainable and available means.”10
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Conventional Precision Strike,
Escalation Milestones, and
Nuclear Thresholds
These evolutionary and revolutionary developments in Russian
military thought have important implications for our understanding of
the ways in which wars between Russia and the West might unfold,
escalate, and terminate. Our old thinking about thresholds, ladders,
and “spasms” must give way to a new logic of regional conflict with a
strategic dimension.
As a point of departure, let us consider the distinctions between
peace and conventional war and between conventional and nuclear war.
During the Cold War, they were relatively clear. Today, they are blurred.
Russian threat perceptions and approaches to conflict have largely
erased the clear distinction between peace and war.1 Russian concepts
and doctrine for employment of the strategic weapons set erases the
distinction between conventional and nuclear war. In place of the former clear distinctions, we have an on-going, low-intensity conflict with
inherent escalation potential and blended conventional-nuclear capabilities ready for employment at any level of conflict that Russia’s political
leadership directs. This is the context for the interaction between conventional (non-nuclear) precision strike and nuclear thresholds.

“The Nuclear Threshold”
Every Western military planner and political leader worried about
conflict with Russia wants to know when (and why) Russia’s leaders
might resort to the employment of nuclear weapons. Where is Russia’s
nuclear threshold? The short answer is simple: we don’t know and they
probably don’t either. But a longer answer is necessary.
There is good reason to think that Russia’s nuclear threshold is
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lower than before. After all, Russia’s increasingly assertive foreign policies, leveraging of its nuclear arsenal for political effect, and changes in
the profile of nuclear weapons in military exercises and in the context
of Russian aggression since 2008 all imply that this is so.
The perception widely held among Western commentators that
Russia has adopted a nuclear doctrine of what has been labeled “escalate to de-escalate” has been a particular catalyst for this speculation. The perception of Russia’s underlying concept of “escalate to
de-escalate” (limited nuclear employment in certain scenarios) is valid.
But the label itself is unhelpful and misleading in several respects.
First, it imputes to Russia an inconsistent, ill-considered, and contradictory nuclear doctrine which is not supported by fact. Second, the
impression has arisen that the term “escalate to de-escalate” appears
in Russia’s military doctrine, but it does not.2 Third, the term seems to
have caused Western analysts to over-focus their analysis on potential
nuclear employment by Russia as a consequence of a failing conventional military operation — the “escalate out of failed conventional aggression” scenario.3
In fact, Russia’s approach to applying full-spectrum military capabilities, in combination with all other levers of state power, is wellconsidered in conceptual and practical terms. The phrase “escalate to
de-escalate” is not to be found in any version of the Russian Military
Doctrine document, but the potential for regional conflicts to escalate
and the role of non-nuclear and nuclear weapons in containing and
de-escalating them is a consistent theme.4 Finally, recent experience
shows that Moscow will not limit itself to “escalating out of failed conventional aggression,” but is prepared to escalate in defense of gains
made through successful conventional aggression in line with the
“aggressive sanctuarization” concept perceived by Western (primarily
French) analysts and referenced above.
On the question of where Russia’s nuclear threshold lies, nuclear
thresholds fall within the parameters of available nuclear capabilities.
They must be assessed in the context of this military reality and the
related political context. Stated doctrine and declaratory policy alone
do not determine nuclear thresholds. Those elements, along with a nation’s security and foreign-policy track record, and observable nuclear
capabilities, force structure, and posture, can give a good indication. In
the end, no outsider can be certain of where a nuclear weaponstate’s
nuclear threshold lies, especially in the heat of a crisis. On the other
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hand, a nuclear weapon state can calibrate the degree of ambiguity and
uncertainty that it imposes on other nations about its nuclear threshold.
This depends to some extent on how the nation tailors its declaratory
policy, whether and how the nation chooses to leverage its nuclear capability, and, most importantly, the nuclear capability it decides to build.
A “nuclear threshold” is not a fixed point in space or time. It is
a political decision to use nuclear weapons in response to a variety
of triggers, any of which — according to some national metric or in
combination with other triggers — could lead to that decision. The level
of conflict at which the nuclear threshold can be crossed is not decided
in the moment. It is determined, in part, by earlier decisions shaping
the nuclear forces.
The available nuclear forces reflect political guidance on the range
of circumstances in which the military should be prepared to implement a political decision to employ nuclear weapons. The military puts
that political guidance into effect over the course of years.5 The nuclear
capabilities, force structure, and posture developed (or not developed),
according to political guidance constitute what is available for the moment that the political leadership decides to cross the nuclear threshold.6 Vipin Narang has noted that:
We can be confident that peacetime postures are both accurate
and effectively capture what a state has available to deploy and
employ should a conflict occur. A state that physically lacks tactical
nuclear weapons or survivable second-strike forces, or the organization to employ them as such, cannot develop them in the timeframe of a crisis or conflict…A state may operationalize its posture
in a conflict or crisis, but it cannot easily change its posture.7

The nuclear threshold of a nation with nuclear capability, force
structure, and posture designed to support a policy of minimum deterrence evidently has a nuclear threshold somewhere at the high end of
the conflict scale. The nation’s political leaders would have little ability
to shift that threshold on short notice. An adversary nation might not
know the exact nuclear threshold of its opponent, but could discern
a band of level of conflict below which it would be unlikely to fall and
above which it would be increasingly likely.
At the other end of the spectrum, the nuclear threshold of a nation
with nuclear capability, force structure, and posture designed for deterrence and warfighting at all levels of conflict would be less evident.
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Such a nuclear force would reflect guidance to provide the political leadership with the maximum array of options. This, in turn, would enable
the political leadership to decide where its nuclear threshold lies according to the risks, threats, and opportunities arising in a particular set of
circumstances. Declaratory policy could specify some red lines but the
observable nuclear capabilities in such a case would impose maximum
ambiguity and risk on other nations, in particular in a crisis. The blending of nuclear and conventional capabilities would amplify ambiguity and
blur distinctions between weapons types and related thresholds for employment. Russia’s nuclear forces, as part of the strategic weapon set,
are a good example of this.
Russia has fielded modernized, flexible, and survivable strategic nuclear forces, non-strategic nuclear capabilities, and dual-capable systems
that provide “options for diverse and continuous nuclear operations at the
sub-strategic level that are truly unique.”8 In light of these capabilities, it
is pointless to speculate about how “high” or “low” Russia’s nuclear
threshold might be. Characterizing Russia’s nuclear threshold as fixed
at any level also misses the intention behind Russia’s chosen precision
conventional and nuclear capabilities, force structure, and posture, which
is to provide maximum flexibility and options to the political leadership.
Russia’s political-military leadership has outlined some aspects of
nuclear thresholds in public statements and, especially, in the Military
Doctrine document.9 These policy statements provide insight into some
red lines, but Russia’s nuclear threshold in a crisis or conflict would
be comparatively unconstrained by practical limitations and would be
subject to political decisions in the circumstances of the moment. The
bottom line is that Russia’s nuclear threshold would be wherever the
president, as commander-in-chief, chooses.
Russian military experts have written on this topic that:
At the doctrinal level the conditions have been determined in
which a nuclear weapon might be launched in the event of an
armed attack on Russia or her allies by a nuclear state or by states
connected by treaty to a country that possesses nuclear weapons.
In other words, a fairly wide range of variants is implied for when
a preventive nuclear strike might be inflicted. In practice, however,
designated formal indications can hardly serve as the basis for putting into action the nuclear weapon in any of its [possible] quantities or forms. The situation will be closely analyzed each time and
a concrete decision taken, by which a preliminary warning could
precede a direct nuclear strike.10
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Forms of Weapons Employment and Multiple Possible
Nuclear Thresholds
Up until now, Western speculation has focused on where the Russian nuclear threshold is, framing a potential Russian decision to employ nuclear weapons as an all-or-nothing proposition (and in a broadly
theoretical context). But Russian military thinking does not reflect such
a binary approach. In contrast, Russia has integrated inherently flexible
nuclear capabilities with conventional precision strike assets into a single strategic weapons set designed to inflict calibrated levels of damage
for strategic effect. Moscow is developing concepts and doctrine for
limited strategic war as framed by the Russian precision conventional
and nuclear strategic weapon set. In this light, rather than thinking of a
single nuclear threshold, it is more accurate and useful to recognize that
Russia has multiple critical pre-nuclear and nuclear thresholds.
Once disaggregated, these thresholds cannot all be labelled as
“high” or “low.” For example, avoiding the employment of nuclear
weapons on the territory of the homeland is a top Russian national
objective. It follows that a Russian decision to employ nuclear weapons
on the homeland of another nuclear weapon state (NWS) would not
be taken lightly — a relatively high threshold. However, because of the
military capabilities it possesses, Russia has more options than simply not using nuclear weapons against another nuclear weapon state
(NWS) in order to prevent or mitigate nuclear retaliation. In certain circumstances, this fact would bear upon the timing of a Russian decision
to employ nuclear weapons against another NWS. At the other end of
the scale, Russian military modeling, analysis, and exercises indicate
consideration of, and capability for, the early and pre-emptive use of
nuclear weapons at various levels of intensity, either sequential to or
simultaneously with employment of conventional precision strike for
strategic effect. A number of possible escalation milestones, critical
thresholds and variations of weapons employment lie between the two
extremes of non-use and a massed intercontinental nuclear strike as
illustrated in Figures 9a and 9b.
The milestones and thresholds outlined below do not represent a
progressive “escalation ladder.” Some of the available forms of weapons
employment outlined by Russian military experts might be sequential
and others might be skipped altogether. Leadership choices will depend
on the circumstances.
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Several other factors could also increase uncertainty around escalation decisions for both sides, and so increase risk and impair the
manageability and controllability of escalation within limited conflicts
between Russia and NATO. These include:

Non-Nuclear War as Limited Strategic War
NATO allies have said that “any employment of nuclear weapons
against NATO would fundamentally alter the nature of a conflict.”11 For
its part, Russia would intend, in an escalating conflict, to impose “radical changes in the military-political situation and strategic environment”
by use of precision conventional strikes.12 The Russian vision of radically changing the military-political situation and strategic environment
suggests that Moscow believes that its strategic weapons set and the
strategy for its employment enable limited strategic war as “primarily
a contest of resolve,” as described by Klaus Knorr.13 This would impose
upon Russia’s enemies an amalgam of conventional precision strikes,
nuclear signaling, concurrent multi-domain operations and intended
rapid strategic effect that would compel crisis decisions much more
quickly than conventional force-on-force operations of the Cold War
era would have. These could be deeply damaging to crisis stability. A
potential paradox of Russia’s strategy for employment of its strategic
weapons set could be that successful conventional precision strikes in
SODCIT could impose an early nuclear decision on the adversary, while
failure could force an early nuclear decision on Russia.

Limited Nuclear War
Russia’s leaders recognize the catastrophic consequences of global
nuclear war. But they appear to have come to a different view of the
consequences of regional nuclear war.
In describing the Strategic Operation of Nuclear Forces, Russian
military experts have written that, “in full-scale form such an operation
is dangerous for both parties, it can lead to a global ecological catastrophe, the effect of ‘nuclear winter’ and ‘nuclear night’ in connection
with which in practical terms such an operation should be excluded.”14
But they also envision that “under certain circumstances the possibility of conducting [nuclear operations] of a strictly limited quantity of
means with a deliberately minimized number of targets for destruction
and methods of striking in order to avoid unpredictable effects on the
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territory of our own country and natural environment” would be a viable option.15
In other words, the threat of a global nuclear strike in the most extreme circumstances remains. But there is another option for nuclear
strikes in a selected theater of military operations, including by “a massed
nuclear attack or with preliminary selective strikes with a limited number
of means in designated regions (zones).”16 Pre-emptive nuclear strikes
have been adopted into Russia’s nuclear strategy since the 1990s.17 A
Russian military expert has said of this approach that, “at the present
time the Russian Federation uses a concept based on the ideas of Mutual Assured Destruction and limited nuclear war.”18 The Russian concepts
and capabilities for use of conventional precision weapons for deterrence
and to achieve outcomes similar to use of nuclear weapons in combat
and concepts and capabilities for limited use of nuclear weapons are
closely intertwined and suggest an unavoidable dynamic between them.

The Non-Nuclear Strategic Triad and Nuclear
Thresholds
This way of thinking about escalation thresholds is obviously informed by the addition of non-nuclear means to the strategic deterrence toolkit. Conventional precision strike assets, offensive cyber
capabilities, and space capabilities comprise a kind of non-nuclear triad.
They have the potential to interact, individually and possibly together,
with decision-making about nuclear thresholds in various ways.
During the Cold War, with its tidy division of conventional and
nuclear forces, the escalation pathways were clear—or seemed so. A
European war could have been expected to run its course for many
days or weeks before critical questions might come about whether and
how to employ nuclear weapons. But if nuclear weapons were used,
they were expected to have immediately decisive and hugely escalatory effects. 19 Today, in contrast, efforts early in a war to gain decisive
effects with conventional strategic strikes and with operations in cyberspace and outer space could be escalatory, by putting the vital interests
of attacked nations immediately at risk. In addition, initial steps across
the nuclear threshold at the regional level of war might not, in Russian
thinking, put the vital interests of the United States at risk, or even
those of many of its NATO allies.
Command and control is one clear point of intersection with nuclear
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deterrence calculations; Russia is explicit on this in its military doctrine
document. There appears to be widespread emerging awareness of
the potential implications of offensive cyber for strategic stability. Russian Minister of Defense Shoygu has noted cyber’s potential to achieve
effects comparable to weapons of mass destruction.20 Russian military cyber experts have assessed offensive cyber as having a potential
for effective pairing with conventional precision strike for deterrence
purposes.21 U.S. experts have also recognized the potentially destabilizing effect of employing cyber capabilities against nuclear threats.22
The commander of U.S. Cyber Command has noted offensive cyber’s
potential to affect U.S. vital interests and its potential deterrence implications, including ambiguity of intent.23
In this exploration of Russian thinking about escalation thresholds,
three further aspects require discussion. The first relates to ambiguity.
A conflict between Russia and NATO would, by Russian design, include
maximum ambiguity regarding Russia’s potential nuclear employment.
The integration of conventional precision and nuclear weapons for
identical roles and missions ensures this. Operationally, all of Russia’s
precision-strike weapons are dual-capable or have a nuclear analogue.
Consequently, the activities of precision-strike platforms would be
freighted with nuclear ambiguity during an escalating crisis even prior
to the beginning of the kinetic phase of conflict. This ambiguity could
be mitigated to some extent by intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR), but the effectiveness of ISR capabilities could be expected
to diminish as the conflict progresses — all the more so if conventional
precision strikes succeed in hitting critical military targets, including
command and control nodes.24
The second additional point relates to command and control. The
Russian President, in his role as commander-in-chief, is the sole political decision-making authority for employment of nuclear weapons.25
The President, the Minister of Defense, and the Chief of the General
Staff comprise the Russian National Command Authority (NCA)-equivalent and their mutual participation is required for nuclear authorization
and attack options to be transmitted through the General Staff to the
nuclear forces.26
But this isn’t the whole story. Prior to a presidential decision to
cross the nuclear threshold, the commanders of the military districts
(joint operational commands), who would become frontal or theater
commanders in wartime, would have command and control of many
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of the same dual-capable delivery systems in their conventional mode:
precision-strike capabilities with ranges between 500 and 2000 kilometres. Given the doctrinal and operational linkage of non-nuclear (precision conventional) weapons to nuclear forces, how would employment
of conventional precision weapons for strategic effect in a regional
conflict be controlled?
This would be a key question in scenarios involving nuclear-capable
adversaries. Until now, conventional precision weapons have been
used in permissive environments where there was little or no risk of
nuclear escalation. This would not be the case in a regional scenario
pitting Russia and NATO against each other. If Russian political-military
leaders see non-nuclear (conventional precision) weapons as setting
the conditions for de-escalation or for achieving decisive strategic effect, how would this be accounted for in command and control arrangements and operational planning for conventional precision weapons?
Would the Russian President be drawn into nuclear war by a “chain
of tactical decisions on use of conventional means of deterrence” and
combat made by military commanders at the front?27 Russia’s increasingly centralized command and control may, in part, address this.
The third additional point is about missile defense. U.S. and NATO
ballistic missile defense (BMD) could interact with Russia’s strategy for
the calibrated use of its strategic weapons, including the intention to
inflict deterrent levels, to affect Russia’s thresholds. Russian leaders
and experts have long argued that U.S. and NATO BMD will weaken
Russia’s nuclear deterrent capability. 28 Russian officials have focused
their objections on the assertion that U.S. and NATO BMD could undermine Russia’s strategic deterrent capability by enabling interception
of ICBMs bound for the continental United States. Many U.S. experts
and even some Russian experts regard this as implausible for technical
reasons. 29 Russian officials might also assess that U.S. and NATO BMD
could constrain or eliminate some options and gradations at the regional level of Moscow’s strategic deterrence strategy.30 One Russian
military expert has said explicitly that “the possibility that U.S. BMD
could achieve a limited interception of ballistic missiles in the near
future could possibly violate the principle of ‘dosing’ and guaranteed
fulfilment of assigned ‘de-escalatory’ activities.”31
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Contextual Thresholds
Russian military thinking about escalation thresholds is informed
not just by the doctrinal factors as discussed above but also by what
might be called contextual factors — that is, factors deriving from the
overall context in which future crises and conflicts will occur. Russian
leaders have tried to set expectations in the United States about Russia’s behavior in such crises and conflicts and their efforts can be expected to have an impact on escalation pathways.

Setting the Expectation that U.S. Actions Will be
Contested
Russia sent a strong message with its interventions in Georgia,
Ukraine, and Syria — that it is prepared to use military force to counter
perceived infringements on its interests. This willingness and ability to
run military risks in regional disputes is an important perceptual and
psychological threshold. In effect, Russia has confronted the United
States with a situation it has not faced since the end of the Cold War:
the necessity to engage in crisis management and escalation control in
a regional conflict instead of the decisive defeat strategy it has favored
for the last 25 years. 1 Russian Minister of Defense Shoygu summed
up the results of the Syrian deployment as having “created on the
southern flank of NATO a group of Russian armed forces that cardinally
changes the alignment of forces in the region.”2 Russian leaders want
U.S. leaders to understand that U.S. military actions will be firmly contested whenever they run afoul of Russian interests.
Some Russian and foreign experts have asserted that non-nuclear
deterrence using conventional long-range precision weapons can raise
the nuclear threshold.3 This seems to be contradicted by the utility that
Russia’s political-military leadership assigns to conventional precision
weapons, which appears to reduce constraint and open pathways to
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conflict between nuclear powers.4 The negative effect, more scenarios
in which nuclear weapons might be employed, seems to be amplified
by Russia’s doctrinal and operational approach blending two fundamentally different weapon types in a single mission. According to a Russian
researcher on the psychological aspects of nuclear thresholds, this is
risky. He hypothesizes that the connection between conventional precision (non-nuclear) weapons and nuclear weapons will actually increase
the likelihood of opposing sides being drawn into nuclear war as “tactical decisions, each of which by itself is taken by the authorities as an
adequate response to provocation, can lead to disaster.”5 According to
another Russian military expert, conventional precision weapons are
seen not as a way to raise the nuclear threshold, but as a more credible
deterrent in the early stages of conflict — because of their usability
— without excluding the utility of nuclear weapons beyond the early
stages.6 If regional conflict is the path to nuclear employment, lowering
the threshold for regional conflict potentially lowers the threshold for
nuclear employment.

Setting the Expectation for Nuclear Consequences for
U.S. Actions
As a result of recent practice, Russia has effectively eliminated
what might otherwise have been its first nuclear threshold: the making of making nuclear threats, either rhetorically or by exercises and
other military shows of force. This has been the case since at least
2007, when President Putin re-instated out-of-area, long-range bomber
patrols.7 Since then, Russia has deliberately altered the deterrence relationship with the United States and NATO. In the language of Patrick
Morgan, Russia has shifted from a strategy of recessed general deterrence to one of immediate deterrence; that is, the nuclear threat is not
in the background, casting a shadow, but is front and center, posing a
clear and present danger.8 This has been achieved through a program
of near-constant brandishing of nuclear threats, specific and general, by
President Putin and an array of high-ranking government and military officials.9 In tandem with the nuclear rhetoric, Russia has implemented a
program of ostentatious strategic bomber flights in proximity to NATO
European and North American air space as well as in the Asia-Pacific
region.10 Russian political and military leaders also regularly characterize strategic nuclear training, exercises, and missile test activities
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as responses to perceived Western threats. This approach may have
served well Moscow’s agenda to re-establish deterrence. However, by
wearing thin rhetorical threats and military shows of force, it sets an
escalatory context for any regional crisis that might arise; the bidding in
a future test of wills might have to start at the operational level.

Setting the Expectation that Direct Military Conflict Is
Possible
It risks stating the obvious that the initiation of direct military conflict is a critical threshold toward nuclear employment. It is nevertheless
worth re-stating for two reasons. First, as noted above, the “bolt from
the blue” is the least likely scenario for nuclear conflict between Russia and the U.S. or NATO; regional conflict is the most likely pathway.
A decision to initiate direct military conflict (kinetic operations) would
cross a line that has been carefully respected since 1945, and more so
since the late 1960s and early 1970s, when the Soviet Union achieved
nuclear parity with the United States.
Additionally, in light of Russia’s asymmetric and deliberately ambiguous approaches, the initiation of direct military conflict could result
less from an intentional decision than from a sequence of seemingly
restrained decisions that leads inadvertently to military conflict. Second, the opening of direct military conflict would represent the failure
of Russia’s primary theory of victory: to achieve its aims below the
threshold for war. This would open operations in line with Russia’s second theory of victory, which relies on calibrated damage and escalation
control to compel adversary capitulation.
It is uncertain if the untested theory of non-nuclear deterrence,
let alone of escalation control, would hold up under the stress of war.
Then-Deputy Secretary of Defense Robert Work has said, “anyone who
thinks they can control escalation through the use of nuclear weapons
is literally playing with fire. Escalation is escalation, and nuclear use
would be the ultimate escalation.”11 It should also be recalled that the
calibrated approach to strategic deterrence outlined in current Russian
military theory is at odds with the traditional and deeply-ingrained Russian perception of the decisiveness of the early phase of conflict and
the criticality of seizing and maintaining strategic initiative. Given the
primacy and forward profile that Russia’s political-military leadership
continues to assign to nuclear weapons in peacetime, there should
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be no expectation that nuclear weapons will not come quickly to the
forefront in time of war.
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Nuclear Thresholds: The
Operational Perspective
As discussed in the preceding section on SODCIT, Russian military
thinking envisions a range of possible strategic strike operations with
increasingly ambitious goals and damaging results. See Figure 9 (pages
89 and 90).

A Demonstrative Nuclear Detonation
The mode of nuclear employment with potentially the lowest
threshold is a demonstrative nuclear detonation. A detonation, as opposed to an actual strike, could be accomplished, for example, by an
underground detonation at a nuclear weapons test site on Russian
soil.1 Such a detonation would be both detectable and locatable by
seismic monitors operated under the aegis of the Comprehensive Test
Ban Treaty (CTBT).
Russia could manipulate such a detonation in different ways, depending on the circumstances and desired effects. One option could
be to openly invoke the CTBT Treaty’s Article 9 on withdrawal, asserting
that the re-initiation of nuclear testing was imperative for reasons of
national security (although in a crisis, Moscow would be unlikely to
meet the six-month advance notification requirement). For more dramatic effect, Moscow could choose to conduct an underground detonation without conforming to the six-month notification requirement
for withdrawal from the treaty. Another possible approach would be to
conduct the underground test, remain unresponsive to queries, and let
its meaning remain ambiguous but implicitly threatening. While not an
operational use per se, a nuclear detonation in contravention of a cornerstone treaty of international security could send a powerful signal
without provoking a military response.
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The threshold for some variation of a demonstrative detonation at
a test site could be very low, and might have been lowered by Russia’s constant brandishing of nuclear threats. Russia has worn thin
the threatening use of nuclear rhetoric, operations of nuclear-capable
platforms, and exercises as described above. This kind of behaviour
used to be available as an option in the early stages of a developing
crisis but is now part of the “new normal” in Russian conduct. This
leaves available for Moscow’s deterrence messaging actions such as
increasing the combat readiness of the strategic nuclear forces and
dispersal of their mobile elements. President Putin, in keeping with
long-standing Soviet and Russian practice, has been cautious about
using such options in crises and might be reluctant to do so except in
extreme circumstances.
Another option that has not lost deterrence messaging relevance
due to over-use would be ostentatious displays (intentionally visible to
satellites) of the movement of non-strategic nuclear warheads from
their storage sites to operational bases in preparation for mating to their
delivery systems. Moscow might assess that either of these options
could have the opposite of the intended de-escalatory effect and might
risk losing operational security concerning movement of nuclear forces.
Due to the overuse of other deterrence-signalling tools and the
potential downsides of using operational forces for that purpose, Moscow might find utility in a demonstrative nuclear detonation in the latter
phase of an escalating political crisis. Russian military literature does
not speculate on this particular option, but violation of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty for instrumental purposes would not be out of line
with the pattern of Russian behaviour since 2007, which has included
suspension of compliance with the CFE Treaty, violation of Budapest
Memorandum obligations, circumvention of Vienna Document obligations, and violation of the INF Treaty.2

Demonstrative Nuclear Strike
Demonstrative strikes are explicitly mentioned in Russian military writing on deterrence, normally in the context of the lowest-level
means of nuclear weapons employment for deterrence signalling and
de-escalation. Andrei Kokoshin has written that the nuclear warning
shot in French nuclear doctrine “resonated” with the forming post-Cold
War Russian nuclear doctrine.3
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This option could take the form of a low-yield weapon detonated at
sea or in desert spaces. The message could be given added weight by
having the delivery missile overfly adversary territory on its way to its
aim point. A variation on this use could be a demonstrative strike on a
remotely situated facility instead of an empty space. As a show of force
alone, this could match the parameters described above for a precision
conventional weapon demonstrative strike: designed to inflict zero or
minimal casualties, with minimal operational effect.
The revised Russian Federation Naval Doctrine published in July
2017 heavily emphasizes the role of the Navy’s conventional precision and non-strategic nuclear capabilities in strategic deterrence. Of
particular interest regarding an initial demonstrative strike, the Naval
Doctrine states that, “in conditions of escalation of a military conflict,
demonstration of readiness and determination to use force by employment of a non-strategic nuclear weapon is an efficient deterrence factor.”4 The new doctrine also indicates as a measure of naval effectiveness, “the capability of the Navy to inflict not less than critical damage
on the enemy fleet by use of non-strategic nuclear weapons.”5 These
tasks and missions, in conjunction with Russian determination to break
up the enemy aerospace attack, in which naval platforms would play
a major role, suggest the maritime domain as a candidate for early
nuclear use for demonstrative or operational purposes.
The threshold for a demonstrative nuclear strike would likely be significantly higher than for a demonstrative detonation. On the basis of
Russian military writings, this author has raised the question elsewhere
about “whether such a detonation or strike would be a stand-alone
event, punctuating the pre-nuclear phase of the conflict, or if it would
come as part of an earlier, primarily conventional phase of the Strategic
Operation for Destruction of Critically Important Targets (SODCIT).”6 This
remains uncertain but the indications in Russian military writings imply
that such an event could come late in the initial phase of armed conflict,
after efforts to contain and de-escalate by use of precision conventional
strikes up to and including grouped (limited strikes) and possibly as late
as some phase of the SODCIT operation. However, given that this option appears to be intended primarily for intra-war deterrence, it could
come at a stage in conflict substantially below the level of exhaustion of conventional and non-nuclear options. Russian military analysts
recognize that adversary response to limited nuclear employment is
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unpredictable. They speculate that employment of a single or limited
nuclear strike might be sufficient in some circumstances to convince an
adversary to halt combat operations, while in other circumstances the
same adversary might choose to carry on, depending on psychological
factors that would shift perceptions of unacceptable damage.7
On the one hand, Moscow could decide to forego a demonstrative
strike altogether, perceiving a reasonable chance to achieve its objectives with continued conventional and non-nuclear operations, perhaps
even withholding nuclear weapons at the outset of a SODCIT campaign.
Moscow might, on the other hand, perceive that its position is eroding
and assess a requirement for a maximum effort, including integrated
nuclear strikes from the start of the SODCIT operation.
Russian military doctrine identifies factors that set the broad boundaries within which a political decision for strategic nuclear weapon employment might be taken. These factors include use or anticipated use
of WMD, damage or the threat of damage to strategically important
facilities, or perceived failure of general purpose forces capability to
defend the state.8 The decision point would be determined on the basis
of the circumstances. The key point is that a stage of kinetic conflict
at which Moscow feels an operational need to expand and escalate its
precision conventional strikes beyond single or limited strikes would
be a milestone toward a threshold for nuclear weapon employment for
intra-war deterrent effect.

Grouped Nuclear Strikes as Part of SODCIT
The next significant nuclear threshold would be the decision to escalate to use of grouped nuclear strikes. Russian military experts appear
to focus on an escalating regional conflict, high-intensity kinetic warfare,
as circumstances in which Moscow might choose this option.9 Moscow
might be motivated by an assessment that it was on the verge of suffering the collapse of a critical element of its defensive capability such
as national command and control, a segment of its aerospace defense
perimeter, or the absolute security of its nuclear bastions.10 Considerations such as these would fall within the range of potential triggers for
a decision to employ nuclear weapons identified in Russian strategic
guidance documents and related military writings:
• adversary employment of nuclear weapons or other weapons
of mass destruction against Russia or her allies;11
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• aggression against Russia with conventional weapons that
threatens the existence of the state;12
• the certain discovery of direct preparations by the adversary
for nuclear weapon employment;
• use of conventional weapons against strategically important
targets;
• the threat of a mass strike by precision weapons;
• the degradation of Russia’s defense capacity to critical
(unacceptable) levels during the non-nuclear phase of a
conflict.13
It is at this level of conflict that various factors could drive down
the threshold for escalated nuclear employment. This could include the
deeply ingrained imperative in Russian military strategy to retain the
strategic initiative. Operational setbacks, adversary resilience, or, for
example, strategic impacts in the cyber or space domains could also
weigh in a decision to escalate.14 A second and potentially decisive driving factor could be a perception by Moscow that it had failed to break
NATO resolve or split North America from Europe. Russia’s chances
for victory against NATO depend on quickly terminating a conflict. A
protracted war between Russia and the combined military, economic,
and industrial might of the Alliance would be a losing proposition for
Moscow.15 A situation like this, including a looming mass aerospace
conflict, could drive Russian consideration of the pre-emptive measures
described in military concepts for use of the strategic weapons set.
In light of these considerations, it is most likely that the option for
grouped nuclear strikes would be integrated into the SODCIT operation. Likewise, Moscow would face a key decision, on the basis of the
operational circumstances, on whether to integrate multiple nuclear
strikes into the SODCIT campaign from the outset or at a later stage.
As noted above, the single nuclear strike option would also seem most
likely to be considered for use at some stage of the SODCIT operation,
either at the outset or as an escalatory option at a later stage of the
operation.
The hypothetical scenarios outlined above and the related considerations indicate the intensity of conflict at which Moscow might decide
to cross the nuclear threshold. Somewhere between demonstrative
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conventional precision strikes and grouped strikes, the line is crossed
between non-nuclear intra-war deterrence and warfighting. The aim,
up to this level of intensity of conflict, would be to achieve adversary
capitulation before either side has crossed the nuclear threshold: Russia’s secondary theory of victory.16 At the subsequent level of intensity
of conflict, the aim would shift to achieving decisive results, such as
disrupting an adversary’s military command and control, fielded forces
and follow-on forces, and supporting infrastructure, and inflicting a level
of damage sufficient to convince the adversary to capitulate. Escalation
through these levels of conflict would suggest the gradual failure of
non-nuclear deterrence and strike operations and hence growing pressure to bring nuclear weapons to bear, either for intra-war deterrence
and de-escalation purposes, or to achieve decisive operational results.
At this level of conflict, Moscow would also be increasingly wary of
potential nuclear use by the adversary, raising the potential for nuclear
pre-emption by Russia.
The above analysis suggests that Moscow would make four critical decisions on nuclear thresholds near or within the level of conflict
intensity at which the SODCIT operation would be prosecuted. The first
decision would be whether to cross the nuclear threshold, either by
a demonstrative nuclear detonation (which the author speculates on
above but is not found in related Russian military writing or official pronouncements) or the actual use of a nuclear weapon. Second, Moscow
would decide whether the political-military circumstances supported a
decision for the more constrained first-use option of a single nuclear
strike (for demonstration or effect) or required integration of multiple
(grouped) nuclear strikes into the SODCIT operation. Third, Moscow
would determine whether the first nuclear employment, single or
multiple, would come at the outset of the SODCIT operation or at a
later stage. In keeping with Russian preferences for the containment
of regional conflicts, these three decisions would be taken at what the
Russian military considers to be “in the early stages of a conflict.”
A fourth critical decision at this level of conflict would be whether
to expand use of nuclear weapons beyond the European theater to
include their use against the U.S. homeland. The attention devoted
by Russian military experts to U.S. homeland critical facilities and related concepts for employment of the strategic weapons set suggest
that precision conventional weapons could be employed against the
U.S. homeland at earlier stages of conflict for intra-war deterrence.
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Grouped or massed employment of conventional precision weapons
as part of a SODCIT operation to impede the flow of reinforcements to
Europe would also fit Russian strategy. Obviously a key question is at
what stage in the conflict Russia might cross the critical threshold of
employing a nuclear weapon against the U.S. homeland. Russia would
expect the United States to retaliate and could not be certain of the
scale of the response, which would be a strong incentive to delay a
strike against the United States.
Delaying nuclear employment against the U.S. homeland might
also serve a Russian strategy to stress the U.S. extended nuclear
deterrence commitments and separate Europe from North America.
The Soviet Union tried similar approaches by political means through
the Cold War.17 Some aspects of what can be extracted from Russian
military writings about the use of the strategic weapon set at least implies that one Russian approach could be to try to confine initial nuclear
exchanges to Europe as a bargaining tactic and divisive manoeuvre
against the political solidarity of the Alliance.
Here again, various factors could trigger a decision to employ a
nuclear weapon or multiple weapons on U.S. territory, including developments as the conflict intensifies, indications of failure to contain a
regional conflict, impending attacks on Russian critical infrastructure, or
perceptions of an impending U.S. or NATO nuclear attack. Intelligence
assessments and long-standing doctrine to pre-empt critical threats
would inform political decisions at this stage. As with the range of options it has for employment of its strategic weapons set in Europe, Russia would have flexible options for precision conventional and nuclear
strikes against the United States.
Nuclear events at the level of conflict correlated with the SODCIT operation would be consistent with observed Russian exercise
activity. It was in the ZAPAD 2009 exercise that what is now popularly
referred to as Russia’s “escalate to de-escalate” doctrine was first observed. During the ZAPAD 2017 exercise, SODCIT, precision strike, and
strategic operations for defense against aerospace attack all featured
prominently, including strikes by the dual-capable ISKANDER system.
Russian forces at exercise ranges in the Western Military District and
in Belarus also conducted substantial levels of chemical, biological,
radiological, and nuclear (CBRN) activities, demonstrating the ability
to operate in a CBRN environment. The Northern Fleet Joint Operational Command conducted a major exercise concurrently with ZAPAD
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2017 activities. Despite portraying this as a separate exercise, Russia
would not engage in a major regional conflict in the Western strategic
direction such as that depicted in ZAPAD 2017 without participation by
Northern Fleet assets. A holistic view of ZAPAD 2017, the concurrent
Northern Fleet exercise, and concurrent exercise activity across Russia
gives a more realistic picture of potential conflict in this region and the
likely scale of a Russian response.18 The NATO Spokesperson has said
of ZAPAD 2017, “in effect, these activities [across all Russian Military
Districts] together constituted a single strategic exercise, involving
the full spectrum of Russian and Belarusian military.”19 With regard to
nuclear thresholds, it is particularly noteworthy that an intercontinental
submarine-launched ballistic missile strike by a Northern Fleet SSBN
took place as the defensive phase of ZAPAD 2017 culminated, at the
mid-point of the one-week exercise.20

The Impact of Nuclear Missile Defense
The A-135 missile defense system that defends Moscow and Russia’s central industrial region should be noted in connection to potential
nuclear thresholds as the 53T6 (SH-08 ABM-3 GAZELLE) interceptors
are equipped with nuclear warheads. The system is assigned the mission of intercepting nuclear ballistic missile attacks, and it is assessed
to be capable of countering limited attacks. Employment of the system
at earlier stages of conflict is unlikely (i.e., being used to cross the
nuclear threshold). The GAZELLE’s short range and endo-atmospheric
intercept profile indicate that significant self-inflicted collateral damage
could be expected, implying its planned use in extremis and not at early
stages of conflict as the system is currently configured.21
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Conclusions
Does Russia believe it has, or does it aim to acquire, an exploitable advantage in the nuclear capabilities it is developing?1 This may be
answered in both operational and political-strategic terms.
In operational terms, the question must be answered from Russia’s perspective of the strategic weapons set, rather than from only a
nuclear perspective. As outlined above, the Russian strategy is to be
prepared to employ conventional precision strikes, with nuclear strikes
operating in tandem, but preferably to withhold the nuclear capability
as a deterrent element available for escalation dominance. The flexible
array of dual-capable weapon systems is intended to enable the infliction of calibrated levels of damage for deterrence, intra-war deterrence,
and warfighting. The non-nuclear leg of the strategic weapons set is
viewed instrumentally and is available for operations at early stages
of crisis and conflict. The aspiration is to be able to inflict deterrent,
prescribed (for operational effect), and unacceptable levels of damage
to force enemy capitulation — even without the use of nuclear weapons — but there are no technical or operational constraints on the integrated employment of conventional and nuclear weapons, providing a
range of flexible options to the political leadership.
In political-strategic terms, Russia’s approach integrates the strategic operational effect of conventional precision strike with the deterrent
and coercive effect of nuclear capabilities. Russia can potentially aim to
impose nuclear uncertainty on an adversary from the outset of any crisis or conflict, and force on the adversary the political and military risks
of escalation, including to nuclear use. This manipulation of risk could
be intended to gain advantages in the critical initial phase of conflict
by impeding decision-making and then to force capitulation by stressing or fracturing alliances. As noted above, part of Russia’s strategy
is to prevail in local and regional conflicts through its demonstrated
preparedness to fight a world war, including with nuclear weapons.
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Russia’s evolving approach to nuclear weapons as a geopolitical
instrument in conjunction with conventional precision strike integrates
their warfighting capability into Russia’s full-spectrum arsenal for psychological effect during conflicts short of war and for containment and
escalation control during armed conflicts.2
In that vein, NATO’s implementation of the Wales and Warsaw Summit decisions to ensure credible deterrence and defense, in particular
enhanced Forward Presence (eFP) and tailored Forward Presence (tFP)
and related reinforcement strategies, will be imperative. It was noted
in an earlier age of deterrence that “as a basis for an alliance like NATO,
a strategy of punishing a fait accompli is no substitute for a capability
to resist territorial aggressions in the first place.”3 This remains true;
convincing NATO military presence and rapid reinforcement capability
will be necessary to impose enough risk in the minds of Russian decision makers to reduce the likelihood of regional aggression and all its
escalatory potential.
In connection with the issue of forward presence, NATO faces two
related problems. The first is how to deny Russia the temporary local
advantage that would enable a fait accompli and subsequent attempt
to impose aggressive sanctuarization of territory gained by conquest.
Failing that, the second and more dangerous problem would be how
to deter Russia from escalating to nuclear use in the face of an Article
5 response to Russian aggression and the losing proposition of a protracted conventional conflict against NATO. The risks associated with
this second problem are a powerful argument for ensuring success in
addressing the first.
In such scenarios, it would be wrong and extremely dangerous to
assume that Russia’s nuclear threshold is “high.” It would be equally
wrong and dangerously constraining to assume that it is “low.” Russia
has opened a new era of contested security and contested domains
and operational spaces. To contend with this when it is in their interests, the United States and its NATO allies will need to be prepared to
operate in non-permissive environments when necessary, managing
risks, imposing risks, and engaging in active deterrence during ongoing
operations.
With this understanding of Russian thinking about deterrence,
crisis management, and war termination, we can also predict the
likely continued salience of nuclear weapons in Russia’s approach to
security and defense. Russian pronouncements about the decreased
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role of nuclear weapons due to the development of conventional precision weapons should be interpreted in the context of the concepts
and capabilities for the strategic weapon set, which ultimately rely on
nuclear deterrence.4 They should not be misinterpreted as a glide path
to the denuclearization of Russia’s deterrence and defense posture.
This potential direction of travel is belied by President Putin’s deliberate increase of the centrality of nuclear weapons to Russia’s security
approach and the massive ongoing modernization of its nuclear forces.
The nuclear forces modernization efforts undertaken in recent years
are establishing a force structure with a service life to be measured in
decades, and there is no indication of a significant re-ordering of force
roles within that timeframe.
With regard to the role of conventional precision strike in deterrence, there is an ongoing public debate among Russian military
experts on the efficacy of non-nuclear weapons for deterrence. The
President of the Russian Academy of Military Sciences has re-asserted
that nuclear weapons remain the fundamental factor preventing largescale war and has questioned the efficacy of conventional precision
weapons in their assigned role.5 Russian military experts have explicitly stated that “at the current time a substantiated decision by the
highest levels of command for infliction of a nuclear missile strike only
on the basis of the fact of aggression by conventional strike means is
practically impossible.”6 This inability to calculate Russia’s own level of
unacceptable damage that would trigger a potential nuclear response
to a conventional attack calls into question the possibility of the Russian
military calculating an adversary’s level of unacceptable damage for
purposes of non-nuclear deterrence or war termination.7 Other Russian
military experts have strongly questioned the efficacy of conventional
precision strike for strategic deterrence, finding it credible at most for
regional deterrence. It is striking and significant that these arguments
are made by serving military officers in direct contradiction of policy
stated in Russia’s Military Doctrine and by the Minister of Defense and
the President. Additionally, despite significant technological progress, a
gap remains between aspirations for conventional precision strike for
deterrence and actual capabilities.8
All these signs point to the continued primacy of nuclear weapons for Russia’s ultimate security and as the foremost element of its
deterrence and intra-war deterrence approaches against other nuclear
weapon states. Nevertheless, Russian deterrence concepts continue
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to evolve, taking account of the strategic potential of conventional precision weapons and a host of emerging technologies. In this regard,
President Putin has noted that the relative weight of the nuclear balance in deterrence will shift in relation to other technologies.9 Continued statements by President Putin and other senior Russian leaders
indicating the enduring priority of nuclear force modernization and
seemingly contradictory pronouncements affirming the increasing role
of conventional precision strike can be reconciled in this context.
In other words, the nuclear dimension of the Russian challenge
is here to stay. President Putin has been explicit in this regard when
describing the evolving, inter-connected roles of conventional precision
weapons, space, cyber, and nuclear weapons. In his words, “all this
will allow, together with nuclear weapons, attainment of qualitatively
new instruments for achieving political and strategic goals.”10
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Implications for NATO
NATO heads of state and government at the 2016 Warsaw summit
adopted a package of measures to enhance alliance deterrence and
defense in response to the changed and evolving security environment.
“Russia’s aggressive actions, including provocative military activities in
the periphery of NATO territory and its demonstrated willingness to attain political goals by the threat and use of force” were a major catalyst
for these decisions and NATO’s subsequent actions.1 The package of
measures is intended to “ensure that NATO has the full range of capabilities necessary to deter and defend against potential adversaries and
the full spectrum of threats that could confront the Alliance from any
direction.”2
The measures decided at Warsaw include establishment of an enhanced forward presence (eFP) in Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Poland
“to unambiguously demonstrate, as part of our overall posture, Allies’
solidarity, determination, and ability to act by triggering an immediate
Allied response to any aggression.”3 This decision and its subsequent
implementation, including participation by troops of NATO’s three nuclear weapon states, send a powerful message.4 Allies reinforced that
message by restating at Warsaw that the Alliance “has the capabilities
and resolve to impose costs on an adversary that would be unacceptable and far outweigh the benefits that any adversary could hope to
achieve.”5 Work to ensure the full effectiveness of NATO’s enhanced
deterrence and defense posture includes efforts to deliver heavier and
more high-end forces and capabilities and more forces at higher readiness, to make certain the NATO command structure remains robust and
agile, to improve strategic anticipation through enhance Intelligence,
Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR), an enhanced maritime posture
and a range of related measures.6 These are important elements of
NATO’s response to the Russian challenge.7
The Russian challenge will be an enduring one because Russia
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is acting on what it perceives as its long-term interests. Russia will
continue to adapt its strategy in order to achieve its aims, many of
which are inimical to the security of NATO Allies. For this reason, it is
imperative that NATO “continue to adapt its strategy in line with trends
in the security environment – including with respect to capabilities and
other measures required – to ensure that NATO’s overall deterrence
and defense posture is capable of addressing potential adversaries’
doctrine and capabilities, and that it remains credible, flexible, resilient,
and adaptable.”8
Russia can be expected to challenge the alliance on every point of
its Warsaw adaptations. Of particular relevance to the issue of regional
crises and escalation, NATO leaders asserted at Warsaw that the alliance “will not accept to be constrained by any potential adversary as
regards the freedom of movement of Allied forces by land, air, or sea
to and within any part of Alliance territory.”9 They also stated their intention “to enhance the Alliance’s role in projecting stability” and to retain
the “ability to respond to crises beyond our borders.”10
Russia is challenging NATO on these principles and intentions
along its entire eastern periphery, including by harassing NATO vessels
in international waters of the Baltic and Black seas, by sustaining war
and illegal occupations in partner countries, and by conducting military
operations in the eastern Mediterranean in proximity to a NATO ally
and contrary to the efforts of the U.S.-led coalition in Syria. In particular,
Russia’s willingness to intervene in Syria in the presence of the U.S.-led
coalition signals a level of boldness, quickly underscored by its surprise
cruise missile strikes, a step beyond the daring which Russia displayed
in Ukraine. As a corollary to this, the implications for NATO security of
the end of permissive operational environments in the Euro-Atlantic region loom large, including the combination of instrumental conventional
precision strike for warfighting with nuclear deterrence for aggressive
sanctuarization. This is an example of how the implications of Russia’s
integration of conventional precision strike and nuclear weapons for
deterrence, intra-war deterrence, and nuclear thresholds will need to
be factored into NATO’s ongoing adaptation. Efforts to address these
challenges will also need to take into account the non-nuclear strategic triad of conventional precision strike, cyber, and space and their
potential implications for deterrence, intra-war deterrence, and nuclear
thresholds.
Moscow now perceives the alchemy of conventional precision
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strike and nuclear weapons as a credible and effective tool to be used
in combination with other means to push back against perceived encroachment by the United States and its NATO allies on Russian security interests. This all points to the potential for increasingly complex
and highly volatile crisis scenarios. NATO is responding with measures
that are defensive in nature, proportionate, consistent with its international obligations, and that demonstrate respect for the rules-based
European security architecture.11 Allies are working to ensure full and
timely implementation of the strengthened deterrence and defense
measures agreed at Wales and Warsaw which, along with allied commitment to meaningful dialogue and engagement with Russia, are the
most effective way to ensure that the scenarios examined in this paper
remain hypothetical.12
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“

Much has been said about the Russian “Escalate to Deescalate” philosophy, … as the
West considered its response to the Russian invasion of Crimea, and later Donbass, this
new emphasis became a central theme of fashioning our efforts to reply. At several
points in the diplomatic exchange that followed the Russian aggression, both direct and
indirect, the Russians spoke “loosely” of their use of nuclear weapons in an escalateto-deescalate fashion. This further raised the tensions and rhetoric over the policy
and clearly served to limit Western reply. Then, in Syria, Russia “upped the ante”, …
precise conventional strike from extended range highlighted the Russians’ scorched earth
approach to early fighting. A new tool to augment Russia’s coercive arsenal, … U.S. and
Western debate on how to handle these new Russian tools and tactics are all over the
map. Dave Johnson’s analysis could not be more on-target, nor more timely.
General Philip Breedlove (retired)
Former Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR)

“

“

When trying to understand the policies and postures of foreign powers, the most common
mistake of analysts and decision-makers is to assume that potential adversaries operate
under the same set of rules and principles as do we. This is misleading and potentially
dangerous. Dave Johnson’s essay take us in the exact opposite direction. With his
in-depth knowledge and understanding of the Russian military and nuclear debates,
based inter alia upon a comprehensive assessment of Russian doctrinal material, his
analysis is uniquely valuable to military experts and policy makers. This unprecedented
work brings together an analysis of the concepts, doctrine, and capabilities related to
both conventional precision strikes and the management of nuclear thresholds in order to
understand how Russian thinking integrates the operational effects of conventional strikes
with nuclear deterrence and coercion. Given the lasting nature of the Russian nuclear
challenge, this small volume is a sobering read. It vividly illuminates the complexity of
the challenge for the U.S. and its NATO allies. Filling a key analytical gap, this essay is
a major building block for a clearer and better understanding of the Russian approach—
which is the first and indispensable step to effectiveness in addressing this challenge.
Camille Grand
Assistant Secretary General, NATO
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